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Abstract

" SHIELDING MEASUREMENTS

FOR.. A 230 MEV PROTON BEAM

Jeffrey Vincent Siebers

Under the supervision of Professor Paul M. DeLuca ,lr.

Energetic secondary neutrons produced as protons interact with accelerator com-

ponents and patients dominate the radiation shielding environment for proton

radiotherapy facilities. Due to the scarcity of data describing neu'_ron produc-

" tion, attenuation, absorbed dose, and dose equivalent values, these parameters

were measured for 230 MeV proton bombardment of stopping length Al, Fe,

and Pb targets at erlfission angles of 0°, 22 °, 45 ° , and 90 ° in a thick concrete

shield. Low pressure tissue-equivalent proportionM counters with volumes rang-

ing from 1 cm 3 to 1000 cm 3 were used to obtain microdosimetric spectra from

which absorbed dose and radiation quality are deduced. Dose equivalent values

and attenuation lengths deternlined at depth in the shield were found to vary

sharply with angle, but. were found to be independent of target, material.

Neutron dose and radiation length values are compared witil Monte Carlo

neutron transport calculations performed using the Los Alamos High Energy

Transport C,ode (LAHET). Calculations used 230 MeV l)rotons incident upon

an Fe target ii1 a shielding geometry similar to that used in the experiment.

" LAHET calculations overestimated measured _ttenuation values at 0°, 22 °, and

• xiii
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• _O "I

40 , yet correctly predicted the attenuation length at 90 ° . (_,oP "_t_rison of the

mean radiation quality estimated with the Monte Carlo calculations with mea-
.,

surements suggest, that neutron quality factors should be increased by a fact, or

of 1.4. These results are us,4ul for the shielding design of new facilities as well

as for testing neutron production and transport calculations.



. Chapter I

Introduction

Medical imaging modalities have advanced to the point that the precise location

of patient tumors is obtainable. The time has come for use of heavy charged

particles in radiation therapy, pr°viding the ability to precisely deposit radiation

dose due to the Bragg peak pllenomenun_. Control systems now allow heavy

charged particle accelerators to operate unattended. One of the remaining prob-

. lems to be dealt with in heavy charged particle radiotherapy is tilte protection

of personnel from the radiation field produced as the primary heavy charged

particle beam interacts with matter. This thesis addresses this problem through

determination of the attenuation characteristics of the secondary radiation field

in concrete.

1.1 Radiation Environment Around Proton Accelerators

Radiation hazards associated with 70-250 MeV protons used in radiotherapy are

not due to the primary protons. Rather, they are due to secondary neutrons pro-

duced as protons interact with accelerator componenls and the patient. Protons

. interact with matter in two general ways.

1



(1) Coulomb collisions with atomic electrons. Even though collisions with

at, onfic electrons transfer an average of only a few electron-volts per interaction,

due to the large number of interactions, this results in the greatest energy loss

per unit path-length for the protons. Energetic electrons, 6-rays, produced in the

pr or,on-electron interactions are of short range and deposit their energy locally.

(2) Nuclear interactions within the target material. While not the primary

cause of proton energy degradation, nuclear interactions produce the radiation

hazard for proton accelerators. Proton induced nuclear interactions with the

target consist of elastic and non-elastic interactions.

In elastic interactions, incident protons interact with the coulomb force of

the nucleus. No kinetic energy is lost in t,he center of mass. For interactions

with heavy nuclei, the incident proton typica, lly loses very little energy in t.he lab

frame and i_ scattered at a small angle.

For non-elastic interactions, protons enter t.he nucleus and inr;era.ct directly

with a single nucleon or a group of nucleons. Interactioxls with a group of nucle-

ons results in the formation of an excited compound nucleus. The likely decay

mechanism of a compound nucleus is nucleon evaporation followed by _t'-ray emis-

sion. Evaporative nucleons are emit, ted isotopically and are typically of [airly low

energy (<15 MEV). Direct interactions between an incident proton and _ single

nucleon may result ii1 large energy trans[ers. The struck nucleou, as well as

the incident pro'i, on, then proceed through t.he nucleus, possibly striking othe,:

nucleo,ls, resulting in ali intranuclear cascade. Following an intranuclear cas-

cade, the residual nucleus is likely to be in a,n excited state which cau decay via



ev'._poration processes. Between these two processes, preequilibriunl emission can

occur in which a nucleon is enfitted after some collisions, but before the energy

is distributed amongst the nucleons in the conapound nucleus.

Cascade neutrons _tre of .ttigher energy than the preequilibrium and evapora-

tion neutrons with energies up to the incident proton energy. Due to conservation

of nmmentum, these nucleons ar," predominantly emitted a,t sm_fll angles iu t.he

forward hemisphere. Preequilibrium neutrons are also forward directed, but less

80,

In summary, the radiation environment produced by primary protons cons{sts

mainly of secondary 'protons and neutrons, Absorption of the secondary protons

proceeds similarly to that of the prima.ry proton beam. Due to t.lle large mean

free pat!is of high energy neutrons, neutron a.l.tenuation requires thick shields.
t,

, ,

1.2 Previous Work

1.2.1 Measurements

For protons with 70-250 MeV kinetic energy, there are very little data and few

calculat, ions for the neutron attenuation in thick shields, The only shi.:lding

measurement made in a good geometry in this energy region was by Disten-

feld [44] who deternfined the neutron attenuation in water _tt, 90 ° for a. 200 MeV

incident proton beam at, Brookhaven National Laboratory, [_,lea,sttrenlents ttse_[

activation detectors. The attenuation of eaxh energy _roup was observed and

the approximate equilibrium neutron spectrum in the shield deduced. ICRII 20

fluence to close conversion factors were applied to deternfine the dose eqltivalexlt
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in the water [60].

Alsoofinterestare neutron spectra and yieldmeasurements. Waclit,er et

al.[107]measured neutron spectrafrom 160 MeV proton bombardnlent of var-

ious targets,and compared theirresultswith Monte Carlo intranuclearcascade

calculationsmade by Bertini[25]. General agreement between experimental

and theoreticalresultswas observed. However, Wachter found that calcula-

tionsoverestimateneutron yieldsforflficktargets,low energiesand smallangles.

Bertini[28,29]reviewed many measurements and discoveredanomalies between

variousmeasured neutron spectraas wellas disagreementwith hisMonte Carlo

calculatedspectrafor95-250MeV protons.Eor Ep > 300 MeV, he found general

agreement between calculatedand measured spect,rra

Neutron spectral measurements were done by Broome ct. al. for 72 MeV pro-

tons incident upon a copper beam stop [35]. Broome reported neutron yields_

unfolded the neutron spectrum from activation detector data, and found that

the Monte Carlo code High Energy Transport. Code (HETC) [15,68] overesti-

mates neutron production for high energies and small angles. At, high energies,
, ,

HETC uses Bertini's intranuclear cascade code [24] and Guthrie's evaporation

program [52] to determine the energy and direction of emitted particles. Low en-

ergy neutrons (<15 MeV) are transported using a modified version of the Monte

Carlo code OSR [65].

The evaporation component of the neutron spectrum produced 1)y low energy

protons was measured and calculated by Alsmiller et (_.l, [6]. Both the intranu-

clear cascade code of Bertini and the Eva,p-4 code of Guthrie were found to



underestimate tile evaporation spectrunl,

Thick target neutron spectra obtained by Fasso et al. [48] for 50 MeV protons

incident upon a variety of targets suggest Alsmilier's [1] fits to Bertini's intranu-

clear cascade data [24] overestimat,_, the neutron production at, smMl angles and

underestimate the neutron production at large angles.

Nakamura [79] compared neutron spectra produced by 30 and 52 MeV pro-

tons bombarding variol,s targets with spectra obtained directly from Bertini's

intranuclear cascade calculation. The calculated spectral shapes at a given angle

were observed to be similar to the measurements. However, calculated values

overestimate cascade components in the forward direction by factors of 2:3, yet

underestimate tile evaporation components at large angles, confirming Fasso's

findings. Bertini's intranuclear cascade calculation is based ui)on t,tie Fermi free

" gas model of the nucleus. Nakamura noted that due to nuclear structure effects

below _100 MeV, ttie Fermi free gas model is inadequate. Therefore, neutron

spectra cMculated by this technique are incorrect.

For higher energy protons, Ep = 500 MeV, incident upotl an Fe target,,

1 Ban [22] found that HETC overestimates tile cascade neutron production in

the forward direction.

Recently, investigators at Los Alamos completed neutron yield measurements

for 113 and 256 MeV protons incident upon a variety of targets [73,74,75]. Com-

parison with HETC, calculations showed that at 113 MeV, HETC overestimates

the high energy neutron production at small angles and underestimates neutron

production at large angles (Figure 1..1). AI. 256 MeV, the high energy neutron
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production was estimated correctly by HETC,, but the large angle neutron pro-

duction was still grossly underestimated. Figure 1.2 shows a plot. of the neutron

yield observed at 7.5 ° for 256 MeV protons bombarding a variety of targets.

1.2.2 Calculations

Alsn:iller ct al. [8] cMculated the neutron shielding necessary for 200 MeV pro-

4 tons incident upon an Muminum target. Neutron production spectra were ob-

tained using the analytical representation of the neutron production obtained

from Bertini's cascade calculation [1] and int_'grating the neutron px'oduc't.ion

over the proton slowingdown spectrum in several angular bins. ANISN [46], a

one dimensional discrete ordinates code, was used to calculate the attenuati<,n

in the shield. The neutron spectrum obtained for each angular bin was used as

an isotropic source in the center of a spherical concrete s!field for an ANISN run.

Dose equivalent wa_ determined as a function of radius in the shield. Results

from the computed neutron dose equivalent attenuation in ordinary concrete are

shown in Figure 1.3. Alsmiller also analysed Distenfeld's {44] measurements and

found good agreement with his calculations.

While Alsmiller et at. performed several other calculations for neutron shield-

ing and si,ielding for proton accelerators, [1]-[7], the 1975 work sumn:arizecl the

applicable results from these earlier calculations.

Other than Alsnfiller's efforts, little work has been done on shielding calcula-

tions for proton accelerators. Braid [33! developed an at)l)r_xilnat.ion procedure

based upon one of Alsmiller's earlier c:tlculations 1]. Smith [98] commissioned



Figure 1.1: Neutron yield at 7.5 °, 30°, 60 °, 120 °, and I50 ° produced by 113 MeV

protons bombardment of a thick Fe target,, Results of the HETC calculation are

shown as histograms. Data and calculations court, esy of Meier [74],
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Alsmiller to provide shielding data for the Indiana University 200 MeV proton
, i

cyclotron facility. Smith used spectra and transport cMculations provided by

Alsmiller to determine the dose-equivalent at depth using ICRU flux to clove

conversion coefficients [60], Smith also interpreted Alsmiller's results in _ man-

ner useful for angular interpolations through definition of an effective _ngle for

each angular intervM.

Tesch [10,5] compiled avMlable shielding measurements 8hd calculations to

obtain estimations for. the shielding required 8t 90 ° for 50-100(3 MeV proton

accelerators, Recently, AwschMom [211 extrapolated Alsmiller's dal, a t,o different

target materials and higher beam energies.
J

blost recently, Hagen et al. [54] repeated Alsmiller's ca,lcul_:_tions for the

shielding design of a 70-2,50 MeV proton synchrotron. Neutron attenuation cal-

culations in concrete for 150, 200 and 2,50 MeV protons incident upon iron and

wa, ter were done in smaller angular bins than in Alsnfiller [8]. H£TC was used

to compute the neutron production in the t_rget, These c,_lclll_.ttio1_s essentiMly

reproduced Alsmiller's data set with more recent interaction cross sections and

smaller angular intervals. Their results contirmed the extr,_polation estimates

of Awschalonl [21], The proton radiotherapy facility _t, l, oma Linda University

Medica.1 Center was constructed using the results of these calculations.

The input neutron spectra for a,ll shielding calcul_tions were derive_.i either

directly or indirectly from Bertini's intranuclear cascade calculation. As llas been

shown in Section 1.2.1., this calculation provides a,I_ iilcorrect, inci_leiit neltt.rc, n

spectrum. Since the estimated spectruna is tlarder in the forward dit'ecti_tl,
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" thicker shields than necessary would result from computatio¢_s in this region.

At large angles, neutron yields are underestimated, therefore calculations would

underestimate required shielding thickness.

1.3 Thesis Objectives

The objective of this work was to provide a basis data set. upon which tlle ra-

diation shielding required for proton radiotherapy accelerators can be designed.

To this end, the energy deposited per unit, mass, more commonly referred to as

absorbed dose, was measured and is reported as a funct.ion of depth and angle

for the radiation environlnent produced when 230 MeV protons strike stopping

length Al, Fe, and Pb targets. Radiobiologically, the most interesting aspect, is

the effect produced by the energy deposition. Hence t,he measurements included

examination of the spectrum of energy deposition per unit path-length and used

this quantity to determine radiation quality. The product of the absorbed close

ai'ld radiation quality, referred to as absorbed dose equivalent, is also reported at,

each penetration. The dose equivalent attenuation in the shield is then deduced.

A second goal of this project was to determine the ability of calculations

based upon nuclear physics models to predict the experimental results. There-

fore, results were compared with calculations based upon High Energy Transport

Code coupled with a discrete ordinates transport calculation completed for the

shielding design of the Loma Linda Medical Center proton therapy facility. Dif-

ficulties and differences found in the comparison between the experimental and

- calculational results are discussed. Further Monte Carlo calculations based upon
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a more complete nuclear model were i_erformed as part of this thesis and are

also discussed. II1 this calculation, absorbed dose, close equivalent, and neutron

spectra are estimated and used to derive the mean radiation quality. The dose

equivalent attenuation parameters computed t_re compared with those found us-

ing the measurements.
!

The overall objective of this work was to provide reliable data to health

physicists responsible for designing shielding for proton radiotherapy acceler-

ators. Only time and continued measurements can provide a measure of the

success of this goal.



Chapter 2

Materials and Methods

2.1 Introduction

To provide shielding data for proton radiotherapy accelerators, measurements

of the dose attenuation in a concrete shie]_t were made for 230 MeV protons

stopping in Al, Fe, and Pb targets. Dose and dose equivalent were measured as

, ..0 . This• a function of depth in the concrete shield at. angles of _° 22 °, 45 ° and 9 °

section describes the accelerator, experimental geometry, del, ectors, as well as

the experimentM methods used in data acquisition.

2.2 Accelerator

In these experiments, the accelerator used was a variable energy [70-250 MeV]

proton synchrotron developed for Loma Linda University by Fermi National Ac-

celerator Lab. Measurements were made during accelerator commissioning _tt

Fermilab. After commissioning completion, the accelerator was disassembled

and shipped to Loma Linda, where it is being reassembled for use in their pro-

ton radiotherapy facility. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 shows schematic layouts of the

accelerator and extracted beam line as setup Lt Fermilab. The synchrotron had

13
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a cycle time of eight seconds at Fermilab and will have a two second cycle time

when in use at Loma Linda ....

Accelerator operation is described in detail in the Loma Linda University

Proton Therapy Facility Operations Manual [38].

2.2.1 Accelerator Components

The injection line consists of a duoplasmatron ion-source after which the 30 keV

beam is focused into tile entrance of a 425 MHz radiofrequency quadrupole lin-

ear accelerator (RFQ) which accelerates the beam to 2 MeV. Downstream of tlie

RFQ, the beam travels through several quadrupole focussing magnets to a 180°

dipole which bends the beam towards the accelerator. The beam is then bent

vertically down 25° then back up 20° by a septum magnet and 5° by a ldcker

to bring the beam to level in the accelerator main ring. The main acceleration

ring consists of eight dipole magnets (two per corner), a radiofrequency -avity

for acceleration, quadrupoles for focusing and extraction, a few dipole steering

magnets, and an electrostatic septum and Lambertson magnet for beam extrac-

tion.

Tile ring dipole magnet excitation ramp begins when injection into tile ring

occurs. The beam is accelerated to 233 MeV in one second and then stored for

about one second at which time extraction began.

2.2.2 Extracted Beam Line

Protons are extracted from the accelerator in a two step process. First., an

electrostatic septum deflects a portion of the beam outwards. Then, after the
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" beam corners the dipole, the extraction Lambertson magnet bends the beam 10 °

downward, out. of the accelerator. The beam travels to a 20 ° bend, which, with

the help of vertical and horizontal steering magnets, directs the beam out into

the extracted-beam area. In this area, a 10° magnet bends the beam back to level

(Figure 2.2), Next the beam experiences a quadrupole doublet which focuses the

beam to the target area. The beam exits the accelerator vacl.ltllll after the finM

quadrupole and travels through air to the target location.

Since the electrostatic septum deflects only a small portion of the stored

beam, many (_7.5.106) turns are required to extract the entire beam. Extrac-

tion lasts about 0.8 s. The next 5.2 s are spent, returning supplies to injection

levels for the next beam pulse. During the neutron shielding measurements, ex-

tracted current increased from about. 10 s protons.pulse -t t.o 101° protons.pulse -1.

Extraction efficiency also rose from about. 30% to about 90% of the protons avail-

able in the ring.

After leaving the accelerator vacuum at the quadrupole exit, the beam travels

down the extracted-beam line through various monitoring devices. An upstream

transmission ion chamber (TIC) monitors the beam intensity and a multi-wire

proportional counter monitors ,the beam position. The beam then passes through

various detectors needed for other studies and continues to a downstream TIC

and another multi-wire proportional counter for measuring the beam intensity

and position. These detectors are described in detail in Section 2.6, After passing

through the downstream TIC',, the beam strikes the neutron prod,tciilg (.arget.
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2.2.3 Beam Energy Determination

The proton beam energy incident upon the target was determined through mea-

surement of the proton range in water, A 0,3 cm _ parallel plate ionization

chamber 1 is aligned on the beam axis and scanned along 'the beam direction
,,

in a water tank. The ion chamber output, is plotted versus the water thickness

traversed (Figure 2.3) to get the resulting Bragg ionization curve. Beam energy

is determined throug h comparison of the measured beam range with interpola-

tions of range-energy calculations [67]. Incident proton energy was determined

robe 230 MeV. Beam energy in the accelerator was determined by consideration

of the materiMs traversed before the beam entered the water tank and _dding

their thicknesses to the measured beam range. Accelerator proton energy was

found to be 233 MeV.

Proton energy can also be estimated using the frequency of rew)lution and

the ring circumference. (.Ising these parameters, proton energy in the _'ing is

calculated to be 232.8 MeV, in excellent agreement with our measured va,lue.

2.3 Shield

2.3.1 Shielding Configuration

The radiation shielding measurements were made in a,ir and at, various depth

within a concrete shield at the end of an extracted beam cave constructed outside

of the accelerator area at Fermilab. The majority of the extraction cave was

lExradin Model Pl l, Manufactured by Exradin, Lisle, Illinois,
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Figure 2.3: Bragg ionization curve measured using a scanning ionization ctlaml_er
in a water tank from which beam energy is det, ernfined. Depths shown are water

thickness traversed.
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shielded using conventionM concrete shielding blocks available at Fermilab, The

area for these shielding nleasurements was poured in piace, Concrete is used

for shielding since it i.s relatively inexpensive and is typically used in building

construction, It also includes a large hydrogen content for slowing down and

absorbing neutrons, and contains moderately high atomic number components

for the absorption of capture galnlna rays.

Figures 2.1 and 2,2 show schematic layouts of the shielding area, The 2,9 m

high shield is a poured slab 2 m thick on top of 0.9 m tall shielding blocks.

AI, 0 °, 22 °, 45 °, and 90 °, two meter long, 21,9 cm outside diameter PVC pipes

are embedded vertically with Centers located at depths given in 'r_ble 2,1. A

concrete roof covers the sh.ielding tunnel to minimize sky-shine nerltron effects

' and tO provide personnel protection.

q

During measurements, detectors are sunk into the PVC pipes to a depth of

1.9 m so their centers are at beam height. (loncrete plugs are placed above the
i

detectors and in holes not in use to aw)id shielding voids. The density of the

plugs, (2.22 g.cnl-a), is greater than the nominalshield density (1.88 g.cm-a),

therefore, inclusion of the plug increases the mass thickness (g.cm -_") between

the detector and the target, This is partly offset by the low density of PVC

(1.3 g.cnl -a) and the snmll air gap surrounding the plug. The density variation

from the nominal shield density caused by the PV(', pipe and concrete plug

are accounted for by computing the mean density across the concrete-plug-filled

PVC pipe diameter, (2.06 g.cm-a), and using t.llis value to determine the mass

thickness between the detector and the ta, rget. I)etector depths are then stated
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as the mass thickness into the shield, or effective depths for a shield of density

1,88 g,cm -a by dividing the mass thickness by the nominal density,

' Angle Hole

_2E:::K!ZI:::XI:K
0o a2.49a.2!,_42!,5276
22o 31.3sl.9 _,5321_2r,_
45° 3!,.3 82.5 !33 187

....2o/_....aL_0Lr0.4_- tr2_.l_,:D:?_l..............

Table 2.1', Physical locations of centers of the measurement tubes, Distances are
given in cm from the air-shield interface,

2.3.2 Concrete Composition
..

Shielding concrete composition was determined through x-ray fluorescence spec-

• trometry 2 on core samples poured with the shield. The composition is listed in

Table 2.2 along with the composition of ordinary concrete as listed by Patter-

son [83]. The density, determined to be 1.88 g.cm -a through measurement of

the core samples, is below the density of at.andard concrete (2.3 g.cm -a) [56,83],

however, the isotopic composition is quite similar.

2.4 Targets

Three targets, Al, Fe, and Ph, whose lengths exceed the proton range were used

. in this investigation. These elements are chosen since they are typically used in

construction of accelerators and beamlines, and represent a large range in atomic

aAnalysis performed by Construction Technology Laboratories Incorporated, Skokie, Illinois,
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....... Density ( "t°m*(x 10_'2)), :¢.nl 3

Element Our Ordinary
Concrete (_oncret, e

Oxygen 3.84 4,7,.3

Hydrogen 1.90 1.7,3 ,
Silicon 0,68_ 1.,57

9"CMci,t:a 0.36 0,,.6

(_arbon 0,3,3

Magnesium 0.16 0,0l
Alunfinum 0,16 0.17

Iron 0.04 0,05

Potassium 0,0,3 0,03

Sodium 0.01 0.03

Table 2.2: Composition of the concrete used in these measurements, p =

1.88 g.cm-a, and ordinary concrete listed by Patterson {83] p = 2.3 g.cm -a.

number. Moreover, these targets are similar to those used in the calculations of

Alsmiller [8] and Hagen [54].

Table 2.3 lists target thicknesses, ranges of 233 MeV protons, _ttt.(l locations

of tlm effective target center for each tarRet, Targets are longer than t,he proton

range to ensure that ali protons are stopI)ed in the target, tart., alia,meters of

10.2 cm ensure interception of the entire beam.

Targets are held in piace by a positioning stand which includes an ionization

chamber in fixed geometry to monitor local neutron production, This l_l'ge

volunle ion chamber (Exradin AG)a is located 20 c.m directly below t.lie ta, rget,

center.
.

Targets are positioned _1 rn from the shield la.ce and "-'_1ni above gr()und

aManufaetured by Exradin, Lisle, Illinois.
a
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Target Proton Target Effective

Material Range Length Centerd

..........................!g:cW )....
A1 42.9 ,53,4 17,8

Fe 48,0 60,5 19,7

"" ,,0.6P b (_6.9 I 1.4 ') "

Table 2.3: Target thicknesses used in this study tuld t,he raJlge oi '230 MeV

protons. Effective centers for 233 MeV protons are givel_ in g,cm -2 t'rom the
beam entrance, Ranges deternfined from ,lanni [67],

level with their effective neutron production centers located at the intersection

point of the four angles. The shielding arrangenlent assumes a l)oint source

for neutron production at the intersection of the four angles. Sh)wing prot, ons,

however, produce neutrons over their entire slowing dowu path-length. Since

neutron product, ion is energy dependent, t.lie source is essentially 'a nonulfifornl

line source.

To estimate tile effective source center, neutron product.ion as a function of

depth into tile AI, Fe and Pb targets is deternfined for 50-250 MeV protons from

neutron yield data. Tesch [105] provides a table of ne,,tronyield as a function

of incident proton energy for thick target neutron product.i0n. The energy is

used to deternfine the residual proton range via range-energy tables [67]. Yield

versus residual range data are fit,ted tO a second order polynomial Y. The slope

of this polynonfial, Y', gives tile number of neutrons produced per path-length

interval at. a given distance from the end of' range, The mean deptll of neutront,
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production, or effective neutron production center, is then

= ,/'on z Ytdx (2.1)

where R is tile proton range at, the energy of interest in the material of interest,

,v is the residual range, and _ is the distance to end of' range ['oi' tile effective

neutron source. Therefore, the effective target, center is R - :_ from the target

entrance. The effective target centers determined are given in 'Fable 2.3 and are

all _40 % of the proton range.

2.5 Tissue-Equivalent Proportional Counters

The radiation environment produced as the I)rotons interact with the target ma,-

terial is dominated by neutrons. As the radiation quality for neutrons varies

significantly with energy, neutron energy information or mean radiation quality

'is needed to determine the dose equivalent deposited by the radiation, There

are no detector systems suitable for determination of the entire neutron energy

spectrum at the beam intensities available. Activation methods la,ck the re-

quired sensitivity to measure the neul, ron fluence at depth in the concrete shield.

Time-of-flight techniques require a pulsed beam and a low scatter environment,

contrary to shielding geometries.

Measurement of absorbed dose through determination of the energy deposited

by charged particles produced in neutron interactions with matter is quite st.raight-
e

forward using a low pressure tissue-equivalent proportional counter (TEPC) 63].

Since events occurring in a TEPC are i)roportiona,1 t.o the quality of the radiation
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producing the event [63], mean quality factors and dose equivMent can also be de-

. termined from the data. IC,RU 36 recommends the use of proportional counters

for the measurement of absorbed dose deposited by high energy neutrons [63].

2.5.1 Principles of Operation

Low pressure tissue-equivalent proportional counters were used to measure the

neutron and gamma components of the absorbed dose and close equivalent at.

depth in the concrete s!field. These counters operate via interactions in the

A150 [97] wall material and surrounding material that produce charged particles

which cross and ionize the counter gas. The electric field in the counter collects

. the ions produced. Near the center collection electrode, uniform charge multipli-

cation occurs. The total charge collected after a single event is proportional to

the primary ionization produced as the charged particle crosses the gas. There-

fore, the electrical signal output is proportional to the total ionization produced

by a single event. The electronic processing of this signal is described in detail

in Section 2.5.4.

Two different spherical counter geometries are used. In the Rossi design

(Figure 2.4) a central helix at 80% ,)f the central collection electrode potential

provides a uniform field gradient along the central collection electrode. Charge

multiplication occurs in cylindrical geometry in the uniformly increasing electric

field between the helix and the central electrode. The diameters of the Rossi-
t,

type counters used are 12.5 mm and 56.9 mm. Sine4le wire t)r,)portiotlal counters

.. with diameters of 125.5 mm are also used all(t are sh_m'n in Figure 2.5. In these
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Weight Percent _.....i ........-_Eim{{-e-{iti-:.................11

u C!NI0 1
-SraacMiX-{ure................ 0:a-lSd-:9......a:5}29:a1/
Present Mixture 10.__1__1 a6.6i a.a l_.a0.0_l!

I/

Table 2.4: Composition of TE-pr0pane gas mixture and comparison with mixture
suggested by Srdoc [99]. Analysis by Matheson Gas Products Inc., Joliet, Illinois.

counters, tile ratio of the counter to wire diameter is sufficient to provide a

uniform electric field gradient for charge multiplication.

Tile counters are filled with tile propane based tissue-equivalent gas mixture

listed in Table 2.4 [99]. Gas filling procedures include evacuating the chambers to

less than _0.05 Torr for a period of a few hours to eliminate residual debris, then

filling the .chamber to _100 Torr and re-evacuating to "_'--,oTorr. This procedure

is repeated three times to flush tile chamber before a final fill to _100 Torr and

subsequent evacuation to tile desired gas pressure.

Gas pressures are chosen such that the energy lost by a particle crossing tile

gas cavity of the chamber is the same as for the particle crossing 2-4 ttm of unit

density tissue. The energy lost by a particle crossing tile gas is

dE

A E9 - pdx 19P_X'3 (2.2)

and the energy lost. by the particle as ii. crosses t.issue is

dE
,,NE, - ,p,.Sa,,. (2.3)

pd,r

where dE represents the stopping power, p represents the density, ,ka, represents

the charged particle path-length in the gas and the subscril)t,s g and t represent
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_ Alurainum

_ AI50 TissueEquivalent Plastic A1 Cover
Helix--',. 8.89 cm OD

0.16 cm Tlfick Wall

Electrode 5A..16950cmSphereIDNominal Wall
Thickness 0.38 cm

244Cnl Source Rod
0.16 cm Dia., SS,
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(ActuM Location
90° Behind

Sphere)\

Sphere Support Ring
4.13 cm OD
0.48 cm Thick
1.27 cm High

' I'

i1, 1I
k_ " J

Figure 2.4' Schematic drawing of the Rossi type tissue-equivalent proportional
counter used in these measurenlents. The central helix is at an i1_termediate
potefltiM, therefore ion multiplication occ:lrs in cylindrical geometry in the region

, surrounding the central wire. (Manufacture_l I_vFar West Technologies, ('olota
('AI.
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ters ,lsed in these nleas,lrenlents. (-',_unlers flare ..\.1511 tiss,le-_¢l,liv;_l,_llt w;dls

and are filled wit" tissue-pClilivaleTlt l_r,_l_a11,_ _s. {,_ra.llllfact_lre¢l 1,V Far \\",'sl

Technologies, Goleta ('A).
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the gas and tissue respectively. The resulting gas density for equal energy loss is

then

p, = pt Ax; mS;, (2.4)

where _x_ represents tile ratio of tile path-length in tissue to that in the chamber

and ,,Stg represents the ratio of the tissue to gas stopping powers. Using the fact

that

(2.5)
Pg = PgSTP PgSTP'

where PgsTP and PgSTP are the gas pressure and density under standard condi-

tions and Pg is the desired gas pressure, the resultant gas pressure is

P9= Pgsre --p!....... m,Sg. (2.6)
PgSTP

* V.

The gas pressures used are listed in Table 2...) along with the tissue-equivalent

thickness of the chamber at the stated pressure for each chamber size used. The

propane gas mixture was chosen due to its high gas gain and stability [40,42].

Tissue

Detector Gas Equivalent
Diameter Pressure Thickness

(Illnl ) ( Torr ) (p mt,,,_,_ )
12.5 120 4

56.9 12 '2

125.5 12 .1

Table 2.5: Gas pressures and corresponding tissue-equiwdent chamber thickness

" for each chamber and gas pressure used...
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2.5.2 Cavity Theory for Low Pressure TEPC

The energy deposited in the gas of a tissue-equivalent proportional counters is

related to the absorbed dose in tissuethrough the use of cavity theory. First, it is

important to understand the steps involved in the energy deposition. Indirectly

ionizing radiations, neutrons for example, deposit close in material in a two.-step

process. Neutrons transfer energy to atonfic nuclei, then these secondary charged

particles dissipate the transferred energy by undergoing further electronic colli-

sions [61]. As tile charged secondaries have finite ranges in matter, the two stages

of energy deposition may take place at different points in the medium. Energy

transferred to charged particles by tlle indirectly ionizing radiation (kerma) is

then deposited (dose) in a surrounding location. Tissue-equivalent proportional

counters measure a charge proportional to the energy deposited in tlie gas by

secondary charged particles that cross it. This energy deposited c_n be related

to absorbed dose in tissue when the fluence of charged particles in the immediate

vicinity of the counter is constant, that is, charged particle equilibrimn (CPE)

exists [20,61,63].

The proportional counters used in these measurements are constructed from

tissue-equivalent plastic, Al50, and are filled with tissue-equivalent gas, TE-

propane. The Fano theorem states that in _ medium of constant _tomic compo-

sition exposed to a uniform field of indirectly ionizing radiation, the fluence of

secondary particles is constant and independent of the density of the medium,
J

provided that the interaction cross sections and stopping powers ot' the particles

are independent of density [20,47,63]. Since the wall and gas in the proportional
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• counter are of similar atomic composition, CP E exists for ali charged particles

whose ranges are less than the proportional counter wM1 thickness. For these

secondaries, the close deposited in the tissue-equivMent counter is equal to the

dose that would be deposited in tissue at the couut.er location. Unfort:unately,

secondaries are produced with ranges greater than the wall thickness.

Neutrons can be produced with energies tlp to that of t.he iucident proton

beam, 230 MeV. These, in turn, can produce 230 MeV protous whose range is

3,5c,n of tissue-equivalent material. Clearly, fo_"these high energy particles, CPE

is not achieved in either the detector, or most humans at the detector location.

Inadequacies of the wall thickness being less than the range of the charged par-

ticles produced is compensated by the niaterials surrounding the chamber. Fig-

ure 2.6 shows a schematic layout of the surrounding mat.eriMs. For neutrons, the

tissue equivalence of materials is deter,nined primarily by the hydrogen content

of the material. Table 2.6 lists the hydrogen mass thickness of A-150 plastic as

well as other materials surrounding the cha,nber. The Lucite counter holder pro-

vides an additional 0.63,5 cna of plastic (approximately tissue-equivalent) around

the chamber, and the PVC pipe cast into the shield adds another 0.903 c,n of

plastic. Additionally, the concrete shielding itself is fairly tissue-equivalent. Fi-

nally, the most probable energy neutron or proton euergy following a (p,n)or

(n,p) interaction is less than half of the maximum energy. A minimum of two of

these interactions occurs for un event to be observed in a TEPC, one in the target

" p,'oducing t;he neutron and one near the counte," producing a charged particle.

Thus, the most probable secondary range is less than t.he range of a 60 MeV
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proton, 3.1 g.cm -2. Therefore, the effects clue to the counter wall being less

than the maximunl rang e of the secondary charged particles produced should be

mininlal and the close deposited in the tissue-equivalent counter should closely

at_proximate the close that would be deposited in tissue a,t the counter location.

56.9 mm Counter 125._ mm C,ounter

Material ' riiici i{ess- Hydrogen Content .....Thickness Hydrogen Content

(cm) (g.cm- =) (eta) (g.cm- =)
,)A 150 0,38 0.0434 0,.2 0.0251

Lucite _ _ 0.64 0.0609

PVC 0.47 0,0296 .......

PVC 0,90 0.0568 0.90 0.0568
J

TotM 1.75 0.1298 1.76 0.1428

Table 2.6: Thicknesses and hydrogen mass thicknesses of materials surrounding
the proportionM counters.

2.5,3 Detector Holders

A detector holder is used to bear the weight of the concrete plugs placed above

the detector and to protect the detector ft'ore damage and debris. Since neutron

energies can approach the primary beam energy of 230 MeV, the detector hold-

ers also provide extra material to provide charged particle equilibrium for the

neutrons. For the 56.9 mm counters, the holder is constructed from a PVC, pipe

with a 4.7 mm thick wall. For 125.5 mm counters, 6.35 _lrn thick Lucite pipes

are used. Lucite caps are placed on each end of t,lle pipe to t_ol_t tile ,let.cotters in
a,

piace and to keel) dirt and debris from the detector. Detector cab/ing rulisalong

the side of the pipes. For increased rigidity in case _t concrete plug is droppe(l
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Figure 2.6: Cross-sectionM view of materiMs surroundi_lg t;he tissue-eqltivalent
proport, ional counters, 5Iaterial thicknesses _tre listed iii "rlxble 2.6,
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on the detector holder, strips of glass epoxy are glued to the outside protruding

2 cm from the ends of the pipe. Since the inner diameter from the glass epoxy

stripes is less than the outer diameter of the concrete plugs, the plugs rest on

these strips. Ropes are attached to the detector holders for removal of detec-
, i

tors from the holes after use. Cables for the detectors are stress relieved _,t, t.he

detector holders.

2.5.4 TEPC Electronics

Neutron interactions in the material surrounding a tissue-equivalent proportional

counter produce charged particles which cross and ionize the gas. The charge

produced is collected by the central electrode and is amplified by factors of

10 a - 104 by charge multiplication in the gas [,12,43].

A cha, rge sensitive preamplifier converts the charge signal to a w:_ltage signM

suitable for transmission through long cable lengths. Signals from each pream-

plifier travel through 30 m of RG-58 coaxial cable to a pair of linear spectroscopy

° amplifiers. Each detector uses two linear amplitiers set t_t gains differing by a

factor oi; 30 to record the entire event spectrum in two sections. This is necessary

since the event sizes observed vary over four orders of magnitude,

Amplifier outputs are connected to 1024 channel analog-to-digital converters

(ADCs). Digitized events trip an interrul)t in a loca,l computer, which re_t(ls in

the digitized event size through a parallel input-outl)ut unit,. After servicinp4 a,n

event, the coml)uter clears the AD(: a,nd Mlows ii, to _c('el)l, t'urtller events. The

computer stores and processes the event size data. One proportional ('Otlll//._,r
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has its signM lines routed into a pmr of multichannel anMyzers which st,ored the

events. Following data collection, these event spectra were read into a computer

through a serial line for long-ternl storage and anMysis,

To mininfize background events, the entire data aquisition system is gated on

only during beam extract'ion using a trigger pulse avMlable from tile accelerator

control system, Figure 2,7 shows a schematic l_yout of the electronics for a single

proportionM counter. The interconnections between ali of the counters and the

beam monitoring devices is shown in Figure '_ i.,8,

Scalers which recorded the transmission ion chamber signals are also gated

to ensure currect, normalization.

u

2.5.5 Data Collection Procedures-Statistics

Data are collected using three TEPCs simultaneously. Each defector is lowered/"

.//

into a detector hole' at a'([ifferent angle in tile concrete shield. Concrete plugs

are placed above the detectors to prevent neutron leakage from above and are

also placed in holes not, in use so a solid shield exists.

Each TEPC is then calibrated using methods outlined in Section 2.0.6. Fol-

lowing verification that the proton beam is striking the target, data aquisition

begins.

A large range of run times and ttose rates w_ts (,llCOi.lilte;'od c.lurin_ the dat, a

collection process. A few statistics on these quantities are sttrnmarized in Ta-

hie '2.7,

Since tile accelerator spill la,s*,,ed less l,ha.n one secolld, wit,li an eight second
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#

./\
AMP I---]

ADC

PREAMP

'[__/._ _-_ CPU,TEPC ADC , . ,

r

Figure 2,7: Schematic diagram of the electrical layout, for one TEPC. The t)reanl-
plifier signal is fed into a pail" of linear amplifiers set at different, gains t,_._observe
the entire event size spectrunl.
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Beam Gate___J-_

r-'- --"3

PREAMP ) .

TEPC AMP ' ADC

_ [ I I I ....)

AMP [---1' -
. _ ADC

TEPC,, AMP ADC

[___j I I
b

AMP MCA

TEPC AMP MCA

Beam _ Counter Scaler

1
: Figure 2.8' Sctlematic dia,gram ofthe int.er-connect.i,_ns ,,t' "I'I!;P(' ;rod heath ll_.,t_-

itoring electronics. Ali electronics ",u'e_at.ed to ensure only l_,;,I,I i,l_l,l,'_,fl ,,v_-,ttls
are ,'ecoi'ded. Only one T'C is pictured, however ,"ttllinilllllX_l I,t' IW(, wore ill l l_e
])ea,n a.t,ali l,inles.
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Q u anti ty Maximum _Minimum Average
Value Value VMue

Run t.ime ........... i0 hours " 20 nlili 2.9 hours

Live Time 4450 see 90 see 1150 see

Dose Deposited 13 .roSy 1 #Sv 0.9 roSy

Dose Rate 0,17 Sv,hr -1 3.25 tl,Sv.hr -1 6,75 mSv,hr -1

Protons per run 2.7,1013 protons 6.4,10 l_ protons 4.8.101_ protons

Table 2.7: Maximunl, nfinimum, and average vMues of run-time quantil.ies during
data collection.

repetition rate, run times ranging from 20 rain to 10 hr resulted in counter live

times of 90 to 4450 s.

A total of 1.0.1014 protons were incident upon three targets, distributed nearly

equMly with each receiving approximately 3.3.10 la protons.

Multiple runs were often taken for a given target, angle, depth combination.

A total of 171 two gain event size spectra were measured using tissue-equivalent

proportional counters, 156 in-shield measurements and 15 measurements in air

using a 12.5 mm diameter TEPC. Table 2.8 shows how the in-shield measure-

ments were divided among targets, depths, and angles.

2.5.6 Calibration of Low Pressure TEPC

TEPC events are recorded by an analog-to-digital converter and stored in a

channel that is proportional to the number of ion pairs produced as a. charged

particle crosses the counter. Conversion of the channel number to the energy

loss by charged particles crossing the gas requires calibration of the r['EPC.

[f both the electronic and gas gain of the proportional counter a,re considered,
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i

,I Depth AngleI

i

i i 0o 22° 45° 90°

'_,............ A](-Ai2) .................A[(A-iT{,D: 17i...............-_i,-1-(A-i2,D:2 )....... Ai( A:3,B :1)
1 Fe(A:3,D:2) Fe(A:6) Fe(A:2,D:3) Fe(A:3,B:3)

I

', ' Pb(A:3) Pb(A:3,D:3) Pb(A:2,D:2) Pb(A:2)

i I AI(A:3) AI(A:I,C:I,D:I) AI(B:I,C:I,D:I) Al(B:2)
! 2 Fe(A:4) Fe(A:2,C:2) Fe(A:I,B:I,C,:I) Fe(A'I,B:3)

_ Pb(A:I) Pb(A:I,D:I) Pb(A:2) Pb(B.1)
! I AI(A:2,C:I) AI(A:I,B:I,C:3) Al(C,:,) AI(B:3)
' 3 ' Fe(A:3,C:2) Fe(B:I,C:2) Fe(C:I) Fe(B:4,C'I)* !

! . Pt)(A:I,C:2) Pb(A:I,B "') C.,,C:2) Pb( :1) Ph(B:1)

i :_AI(B:I,C:3) AI(C:I) Al(B:1) AI(B:3)
4 _Fe(C:4) Fe(B:2,C:2) Fe(B:2) Fe(B:I )

,:.....................i eb(A:l,(.!!l) .... Pb.(B!I,_C!I) _........Pb{B:2,C:I ) . eb(B:2)
' Al(C:1) AI(B:I)

5 ' Fe( C:I ) Fe( (21'1 )
Pb(B:I) Pb((1:2)

Table 2.8: Measurements made using TEPCs for each target material at each
depth and angle. Depths are given as hole nurnber and can be related to con-

" crete thickness using Table 2.1. Read Fe(A:I,B:2,C:3) as Fe target, one mea-
surement with counter A, 2 measurements with counter B, and 3 measurements
with counter C. Counter A: 57.2 nam Rossi Type, SN: 199. Counter B: 125.5 mm
Single Wire, SN: 1174, Counter C: 125.5 mm Single Wire, SN: 214, Counter D:
57.2 nun Rossi Type, SN: 175. All counters manufactured by Far West. Tech-
nologies, Goleta, CA.
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for a charged particle of type ,_ with energy E, the event size observed will be

e

S[volt] = CWI , (2.7)

where 5 is the pulse height observed in volts that, is digitized by the ADC, AE

is the energy lost by the cherged particle as it. crosses the proportionM counter

cavity, _ I* is the mean energy required to produce an ion pair in t.he cavit, y gas,

G_ and Gg are the electronic end gas gains respectively, and C'is a constant used

to correct units.

In calibrating the counter, instead of determining the G_ and Gg, the product

w * ("g is determined using an iI,_ernal 244C,m alpha particle source that is

mounted behind a magnetically controlled shutter.
t.

244Cm emits two Mpha particles with energies of 5.80,5 MeV (76.7%) and .5.763

MeV (23.3°70) [69]. Using the mean stopping power of 244Cm alpha particles Mong

the known path-length traversed, the energy calibration of the counter is accom-

plished. Due to source encapsulation, the energy of the alphas as they enter the

gas cavity is less than the energy at emission. Based on the manufacturers spec-

ified encapsulation t,hickness of 0.2 mg.cm, 2 of Au [76], an alpha particle would

lose approximately 42 keV. Measurements by Menzel et al. indicate an average

observed energy loss of about 375 keV, suggesting an encapsulation thicknesses

of 1.86 rag.cre -2 [76]. The source thickness is ignored since ii, ca.uses less than

1 keV of energy loss.

Using the Mpha particle energy entering the gas cavity, the mean alpha stop-

- ping power is calculated using the data of Anderson and Zeigler [10 !. To account

for the increase in stopping power as the Ml)ha crosses the cavity due t,_ de-
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1,

cou,,t, -
Simulated Encapsulation ....., Encapsulation i
Diameter Mean Event Size Mean Event Size ii

(#m tissue) (keV.#m -1) (keV.#m -1 ) i:
1.0 83 74 81.92 _.
2.0 84.18 88.12
4.0 8.5.42 89.16 i'

10.0 88.05 92.63 :

Table 2.9: Alpha particle event sizes for several different simulated tissue diame-
ters. Values given for source encapsulation thicknesses as stated by manufacturer
(0.2 rag.cre -2 of Au) and as measured by Menzel (1.86 rag.cre -2 of Au)[76].

creasing alpha energy, the cavity is divided into 1000 equal intervals, anti after

each interval, the alpha energy and stopping power is recomputed. The total

energy loss by an alpha crossing the chamber diameter divided by the chamber

simulated diameter is then computed. This is done for each initiM alpha energy,

and the values added, weighted by the initial alpha emission probability, to de-

termine the average alpha event size. Table 2.9 lists the mean alpha event size

as a function of simulated diameter of the proportional counter using the two

different source encapsulation thicknesses. For the simulated diameters used in

our measurements, 2 and 4 #m, the mean ali)ha event size, ._/_,is taken to be

88.2 keV.#m -1.

TEPCs measure a charge proportional to the number of ion pairs forme_t as

a charged particle crosses the counter volume. However. the quantity of interest

in dosimetry is the energy imparted to a specific mass so absorbed (lose can be

calculated. The charge and energy imparted are related by the energy expended

per ion pair formed in the gas (W). Since W varies as a function of both particle
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type and energy, precise evaluation of the energy imparted to the gas requires

evaluation of W for each particle at its mean energy as it crosses the gas. This
Y

procedure is not possible due to the multiple combinations of particle types and

energies which can produce any given event size. Therefore, a mean I7Vvalue

must be estimated. Fortunately W is largely energy independent and the W of

5 MeV alpha particles used in the calibration does not (lifter significantly from

that of protons [62]. Therefore, the alpha calibration is reasonably precise for

spectra dominated by recoil protons and alpha particles [63]. Since our spectra

meet these criteria, no _r value corrections were made.

Calibration runs which included the measurement of alpha event size spec.-

trum and a precision pulser spectrum are recorded before each run. The precision

pulser lineariz,_:s the pulse height spectrum. A pulser signal is ptlt into the pream-

plifier test input, the location (channel) of the pulse produced recorded, then the

input signal divided by factors of 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, etc. The resultant pulse height

spectrum is linearized using a least squares fitting procedure to

P = m. H + b, (2.8)

where P is the pulse height, expressed as a ratio with respect to the full pulse

height, (i.e. divide by 2 = 0.5), H is the channel where the pulser peak is

observed, and rn, and b are the slope and intercepts of the fitted line respectively.

The alpha peak is fit with a Gaussian, and t,he center loc_tion conw_riod to an

equivalent pulse height,

P,., = m. H,, 4-b. (2.9)

Event channel numbers are converted to event sizes IkeV.#In -_) by multiplying
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tile slope and intercept values 1)y the ratio of tile Mpha event, size (V_) to P_,,

a = y_ . b (2.10)Ps

/3 = Y-2-_.rh. (2.11)

The channel numbers are then converted to event sizes.

y(H) = a +/3. H [keV. _m -1] (2.12)

Dose Determination

Absorbed dose is also determined using the Mpha calibration procedure. The

dose contribution from a single alpha event is

m,g_, pdx _pAz. (2.13)

- 47trap where r is the counter radius,Noting that the mass of the ga s is m,j_, - 3

p is the gas density, and that Az = 2r, d_ simplifies to

d. 3

Assuming Ptissue -- 1 g'cm -3, d-E/dx _ = g,_, and converting to dose units (gray)

we get

3

d,=,- 2_.r_. go 1.602.10-9 (2.15)

Therefore, to convert from pulse height to dose, one nmst multiply an event size

by

3
_. -oq _

k = 27rr 2 1.(502.10 _ j(,,y/(ke\/.i_m l)]. (2.16)
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The total dose for the sum of events at any event size is then given by
, ,

d(y) = kyN(y), (2.17) -

where N(y) is the number of events with size y. Dose for an entire spectrum of

events is determined by

yrrtaa_

D = k. _-_ [y. N(y)] [GY]. (2.18)
Y=Yrnirt

Dose Equivalent Determination

Dose equivalent calculations require knowledge of the quality factor for the ra-

diation field of interest. Mean quality factors, Q, are determined for each event

size spectrum observed using relationships between the lineal energy and linear

energy transfer recommended by the ICRU [63].

(_ -- 0.8 + 0.14_a (2.19)

The mean lineal energy, 0d, is the second moment of the event size frequency

distribution,
v-_r,,_ g2N(g)
_y=ymi,_ (2.20)

v_ = v-_,n_ vN(,.,,)"Y= Ymi_l

Dose equivalent is determined by

H = DO. (2.21)

Mean quality factors are determined separa, tely for en,cb event size sl)ect, ruth

observed. Several of these values were compared with a more recent I(II{U for-
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nlalisnl [64],

Q(y)=  ,51oI1 lo- u 2 (222/Y

and tile values were found to agree to within 2% oi; th_ values determined using

Equation 2.19.

2.5.7' Error Analysis in Dose and Dose Equivalent Determination

Absorbed dose and quality factor values determined have associated uncertainties
,.

due to the statistical fluctuation in events of the conaposite event size spectrum.

In this error analysis, each event size is treated as a separ;lte measurement. Due

to the low probability of occurrence for each event size, Poisson statistics are

enlployed. Therefore, at event, size y where N events are observed (luring the

counting interval, the probable error in N is x/N.

Additional errors are associated with alpha calibration due to uncertainty of

the alpha peak position and uncertainty in the alpha event size. The uncertainty

in the alpha event size is due to the uncertainty in the gas pressure t_s well as the

source encapsulation thickness (Section 2.5.6). Uncertainty in tile gas pressure

only affects the evaluation of the mean ali)ha event size. Since this is a slowly

varying function of gas pressure, it has minimal effect, ha all, the ali)ha particle

calibration uncertainty is about 3%.

Full evaluation of systematic errors are not included in this error evaluation.

A result of this is that the absolute errors are likely to 1)e la,rg_r lh_ll the stated

errors. However, the relative errors are believed to be correct.

To evaluate the uncertainty in absorbed dose, dose equivalent, a_lcl radia.tion
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quality values requires propagation of tile uncertainties for each event size. The

uncertainty in a function q = f(u,, v), where u. and v are measured quantities with

associated errors _ru and ct,, is expressed as [103]

2 ( Oq Oq Oq Oq ,_
_rq = _ )2cr_-2+ (c)v)2 ct2 + 2_u _v, cfu, ' (,, 23)

The covariance, _r_., is estimated using the Schwartz inequality [103]

.,

I _r_,. I_< _r_o',. (2.24)

For the common special case where u and t, are independent quantities, the last

term in Equation 2.23 is equal to zero [103].

Using this method to determine the uncertainty in the absorbed dose, CZD,

the error from each event size and in the Mpha event size are propagated as

independent quantities to get

= [2 +Z t2.2/
To determination the error in dose equivalent values, a simplification of the dose

equivalent expression is useful. Substituting Equations 2.18, 2.19, and 2.20 into

Equation 2.21, the dose equivalent can be expressed as

H=k 0.8 _ yN(y)+0.14 _ !]2N(y) . (2.26)
Y=Ymin Y=Ymin

The error in the first term is equal to 0.Serf). Setting

T = k _ !]_N(y), (2.27)

then the uncertainty in T is
J]

@ = 4 _--_y2cr,,N(y) 2 + _y4N(y). (" "_)
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The error in the second term of Equation 2,26 is then equal to 0,14o" T, Since these

two .terms are derived from tile same event, size spectrum, they are dependent

quantities. The uncertainty ii1 the dose equivalent is then

O'_ = + (0.14/= g+ (2,29)

Similarly, the uncertainty in the quality factor is

_--(0.14)2(5 )2 (-_- +(-_- +2--D-_j. (2.30)

Inclusion of the covariant term in the dose-equivMent and quality factor error

analysis were found to increase the vatues of the estimated uncertainties by ap-

proximately 2%. For example, inclusion of the cowriant term increases the error

in 100i10 to 100-4-10.2. Since effect on the error is smM1, the covariant term was

ignored in the error anMysis.

2.5.8 Plotting Techniques for Proportional Counter Data

Visual separation of the events produced by different charged particles crossing

a tissue-equivalent proportionM counter is enhanced by operating on the pulse

height spectrum. Since the area tinder the resultant curve is proportional to the

absorbed dose, contributions of different charged particles to the absorbed (lose

can be observed.

Using the cMibration procedures outlined in Section 2.5.6, channel numbers

• are converted t.o event sizes (keV.tml -i ). The number of event.s a,i. a given event

size, N(g), is converted to the dose at that event size, d(g), by multiplication oi
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the number of events by the dose per event, at that event size,

d(:/)= N(y) (2,31.) .

This value is then nlultiplied by the event size, Data are thell l)lotted ill the

form y. d(y) vs. lOgl0Y. The fact that the area under the curve is proportional

to the absorbed dose is easily shown:

f0°° y . d(y)d(log,0 y) lnl0, D '_')

TO further enhance features on spectra with poor sta, tistics, plotted data are

averaged over equal logarithmic intervals, To eliminate r -= fall off', y. d(y) values

a,re multiplied by the distance between the target _tnd deI, ector centers sqllared.

2.5.9 Curious Behavior of TEPCs

The 125.5 nun diameter proportional counters were especially sensitive (,o noise.

After investigation, it was found that the high humidity presen(, in the detector

tubes wa,s the cause of periodic large increases in the noise level. To elimintd, e the

noise, the detectors were thoroughly dried, heated, and sealed with a, desicca, n(,

in the detector hol'ders. This eliminated noise bursts observed in the 125,5 nnn

counters.

Noise persisted at low levels ali of the time. The m jor c_use of this problem

was ground h:)ops and RF pickup from the _cc(:ler_d, or, T()cure t,hese problems,
=

de(,ector amplifiers and power supplies were operated tTrom a sillgle point ground

in the shielding ench:)sure. The gr(:),lnf[ was directly (,ra,cea, hie (,o (,lie da,(,;t aqui-

sition area where the ADCs a.nd computers resided. This collsidera, bly reduced

the low level noise.
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2.6 Beam Monitoring

" I11additioa to measuring absorbed close at numerous depths and angles in the

shield, the number of protons incident upon the target during each tneasurement

is needed to allow det,ermination of the dose per proton, Furthermore, verification

that ali protons strike the target and interact minimMly with other material in

the extracted beam line must be accomplished. This is done using direct beam

monitoring devices.

A schematic layout of components in the extracted beam line is shown in

Figure 2,9. The distance from the quadrupole exit window to the tttrget location

is 570 cre.

2.6.1 Ionization Chambers

..n ionization chamber is a device in which ions p,'oduced in the filling gas are

collected in an electric field and the charge collected recorded, For fast protons,

the ionization produced is a result of direct gas ionization from the fast protons

[891.

Parallel-plate transmission ionization chambers (TICs) nma.sured the number

of protons incident upon the target. Two TICs are used, one upstream near

the quadrupole exit and the other near the target. Tl_i:._tllows for veritlcation

of beam transport to the target, location. The ionizat.ioll clla.ml)er nearest the

. target measures the number of protons incidenl llpon the target.

The TIC.! nearest the target location is an a.ir filled device with copper clad

glass-epoxy printed circuit boarct material walls (Figure 2,10). The electrocles
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Figure 2.9: A schematic layout of the extracted beam line is illustrated. Tile
transmission ion chamber rlearest the target was used as the pl'inaary be_m mon-
itor.
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' are fully guarded by bringing the signal and high voltage lines through tile back

side of the plates and embedding them in a sandwich between the circuit board

material and a sheet of copper dad mylar. The 6 mm gap collection is maintained

by a Lucite spacer, The collector diameter (12 cre) is larger than the beam

diameter so signal from ali protons is recorded. The typical operating potential

gradient for this device is 135 V.mm "1,

The upstream TIC is also an air filled device. To minimize the mass in

the beam path, it is constructed of stretched aluminized mylar over a 12.12 cm

Lucite frame that delimits the collection area. To minimize ion recombination,

this device has a small gap, 3 mm, and operates at a high potential gradient,

835 V.mm -1 . Guarding is accomplished through a ground plane inserted between

the collection and high voltage planes.

Ionic recombination as a function of beam intensity is determined by taking

voltage saturation measurements and comparing the output with a fully sat, u-

rated chamber. Voltage saturation data are used to determine the fraction of ions

recombining as a function of potential [20]. This method consists of recording

the fraction of the charge collected at a given potential, changing the potential,

and noting the change in the charge collected. For general recombination in a

continuous beam, a plot of Q-1 va. V -2 yields a linear plot, with the intercept

equal to Q;_t. Figure 2.11 shows _ plot of the recombination _ts at function, of

beam intensity for the target TIC along with Values predicted using Boag's the-

" ory of ionic recombination [321, These data were obtained using a, Ino(:lified beam

line in which the beam was tr_msported in vacuum t.,) the tau'Net loc_ttion with
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ml Copper

[_ Lucite

Glass Epoxy

" Cu Clad Mylar Guard

Figure 2.10: Schematic diagram of the transmission ionizatiotl chanlt_er located
nearest the target location. The walls are constt'ucted o111of pritlte_l circuit l)oa.rd

material and are separated by a 6 mm Lucite ,spacer. 'I?lte ,_Hlat'ged section shows

how signals were bro_xght out itx a fltlly guarded lllanl|el' })y eticl,,sillg t.lle sigTla,l

' line between ground planes.
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all upstream monitoring devices removed. The beam spot diameter at tlie target

location was less than 1 cm.

Differences between Boag's theory and measured values are attributed to dif-

ficulties in deternfination of the absolute beam size for normalizing the intensity

values. The relative intensities are believed to be correct. The points that deviate

sigI_ificant.ly from the slope of the theoretical curve are caused by the extracted

beam intensity time structure. During those measurements, the beam was not

unifornfly extracted over the 0.8 sec duration. Rather large variations existed,

with the majority of the beam being extracted in a few tens of milliseconds. For-

tunately, the upstream ionization chamber was also in place at the downstream

. location during these measurements. The upstream TIC showed less than one

percent ion recombinations at all beam intensities due to its small gap and high

electric feld. This device was used to determine the number of protons incident

upon the target for these runs. In measurements with the normal beam line

configuration, (Figure 2.9), both the downstream and upstream TICs exhibited

minimal ion recombination due to the larger beam sizes.

An implication of rate dependent recombination is that ion chambers used

to monitor beam intensity during patient treatments nmst not show this rate

: effect., else patients will be treated to improper levels. For patient t.reatments,

ion chambers similar in design to the upstream ion chamber (small gap, high

field) should be used to defer this effect, to much higher beam intensities.
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Figure 2.11: Graph of the fraction of ions collected t,s. the proton beam intensity.
Large recombination values are observed due t,o t,he low operating potential of
this device.
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2.6.2 Ionization Chamber Calibrations

" Monitor ionization chamber calibration allows conversion of the charge collected,

Q, to the number of protons, N, crossing the counter. The response of an

ionization chamber ill a heavy charged particle beam is computed from

Q dE pax e
N - pgz ]-_ (2.33)

dE

where _ is the stopping power of the gas in the ionization chamber evaluated

at. the energy of the proton that crosses the charnber, p is the density of the gas

in the chamber, Aa: is the plate separation between which ions _u'e produced,

and t2 is the mean energy required to produce an ion pair in the gas [891.Thee

anticipated response for the downstream TIC is listed in Table 2.10.

The actual response of the ionization chamber is measured through calibra-

t.ion with respect to a Faraday cup. The Faraday cup, c'iagramed in Figure 2.12,

consists of a re-entrant stainless steel absorber cup 102 mm deep which is held

in vacuum. As the beam enters the cup, a suppressor ring heh[ at-700 V serves

to forMd knock-out electrons from leaving the cup. The number of particles N

stopped in the Faraday cup is

N = (2F,_ (2.34)
Z6

where QF (coulombs) is the charge collected, z is the charge per incident particle

(1 for protons) and e is the electronic charge in coulombs [89].

. In calibration with respect to the Faraday cup, the beam tirst passes through

the ion chamber in which the charge Q1 is collected, then strikes the Farm(lay cup

from which the charge QF is collected from tile stopping l_rotons. C,harge QF is



Figure 2.12: Cross-sectional view of Farad_y cup. The re-pntrant absorb_-r I,l,,ck
is constructed o_lt,st.ainless steel (Manuf,"tctured by National Electrostatics ('orp.,
Middleton, WI).
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Location .... i Bean{ Intensity calibration Factor

Calculated 86.25

Fer mil ab 4.00.10 _ 85.45

HCL 3.80.109 85.72

Table 2.10: CMibration factors for downstream transmission ion chambers. The

value determined at the Harvard Cyclotron Laboratory (HCL)has been ,mrmal-

ized to 230 MeV and to the temperature and pressure conditions prese,lt during
the Fermilab measure,he,lt.

converted to the number of protons stoppi,lg in the cup, N, using Equation 2.34. '

The calibration factor, Qm-z, is then determined.

Ion chamber cMibrations with respect to a Faraday cup were performed both

al. Fermilab and the Harvard Cyclotron Laboratory (HCL). Values from HCL are

corrected for beam energy using stopping power ratios, as well as for air densityF

differences using measured air temperatures, pressures and relative humidities.

Results of these calibrations are also listed in Table 2.1.0 for typical beam intensi:

ties. Since the ionization chambers show increased recombination with increased

proton intensity, values are corrected to a fully saturated chamber (100% charge

collect, ion).

2:6.3 Multi-Wire Proportional Counters

On-line visual verification of beam size and positionillg is available using multi-

. wire proportional counters (MWPCs). These devices, shown in Firzure 2.13,

are also referred to as multi-wire ionization chambers (MWIC.s) and scanning

wire ionization cim,tubers (SWICs). Since tltese devices operate ill proi)_)rtional
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counter mode, the term MWPC is preferred. These devices are used to ensure

tile beam will strike tile target and that tile beam size is smaller than tile target
P

diameter,

Tile multi-wire proportionM counters consist of two planes of wires perpen-

dicular to the beam direction rotated 90° with respect to each other. Wires are

separated by a high voltage mesh (_ -1000 V). An 80' _-Ar 20%-C02 gas mix-

ture flows through tile MWPCs. Operation is via gas ionization produced by

the crossing proton beam, collection of tile ions produced by tile electric field,

and charge multiplication of the ions in the high field region surrounding the

small diameter wires. Wires are spaced at. 2 mm interwls. The charge from

each wire is read out using a scanning amplifier system which also processes the

d_ta for video presentation [55]. Resultant video cross-sectional beanl profiles

are updated for each beam pulse. A plot of a typical beam profile is shown in

Figure 2.14.

2.6.4 Polaroid Film

Ii1 addition to using MWPCs to monitor beam positioning, polaroid fihn is used

for position and size verification. Prior to each run, polaroid films are placed

on the target, on tile quadrupole exit. window, and across the apertures of the

transmission ion chambers and MWPC, s. A few beam spills are allowed to travel

through tile beam line, then the fihns are removed and developed. Ally _djust-

merits necessary to eliminate beam scrapping or miss-pt,sit.iotfiJl_, _Lt'e:l_la_cle, and

a new set of fihns inserted for re-verification. This procedure is repeated 11ntil

=
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• Figure '2.13' Schematic view of multi-wire t_roportional counters llsed 1,,, llle_tstlre

beam positioning. SignMs recorded on the X and Y signal planes are t)r_c(-'ssed

for video presei*Ltation.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Results

In this section, TEPC event size spectraproduced by the radiation enviromnent

in the shield are presented. Spectra are evaluated to determine absorbed close,

quality factors, and close equivalelit values as functions of depth and angle in

the shield. Resultant attenuation data at each angle for each target ma, terial are

presented,

3.1 Event Size Spectra

Event size spectra were obtained at several penetration depths at each ,ungle using

t,he low pressure tissue-equivMent proportional counters. Spectra are normalized

to the number of protons incident upon the target and transformed into close plots

using methods outlined in Section 2,5.8. To eliminate r -2 [alloff, y.d(y) values

are multiplied by the distance from the cletector center t.o the target squared,

3.1.1 Qualitiative Analysis of Event Spectra

Neutron interactions in material surrounding a TEP(! create charged l_articles

that produce the observed events. Due t.o t.he energy dep¢,lldellce of neutron

62
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' produced events, event size spectra can be used to decipher features of the radi-

ation environment producing the events, This section describes event size spectra

features observed at each angle, depth; and target, ii1 a qualitative fashion,

The smallest event observable in a TEPC is from the formation of a single ion

pair, Given that typicM energies required to produce an ion pair are of the order

of 30 eV a,nd counter diameters simulate 2 #m of tissue, tlle smMlest event size is

0.015 keV,#In -t. Due to total system noise, these single ion pair events are not

observable, The smMlest observable event, size above noise is 0.90 keV.pm-l, '

Gamma-ray interactions produce events immediately above the electronic

lower level discriminator. Figure 3,1 shows a plot of the event size spectrum

obtained using a 22SP_a ganlma-ray source, The princit)M gamma-rays above

0.,5 MeV emitted by 22_Ra have energies of 0.607, 1,120, and 1.761 MeV. Since

' these gammas interact primarily by Compton interactions [63], the secondary

electron energy spectrum produced by gamma-rays in a TEPC is nea, rly inde-

pendent of gamnla ray energy. In tlie shielding materials, gamma-rays are pro-

duced by radiative capture and inelastic interactions and have energies of a few

MeV [51,83,105]. Therefore, the event spectrum produced by 22_Ra gamma-rays

is similar to that produced by gamma-rays in the shield.

For high energy neutrons, the principal component of the event, size spectrum

is protons from (n,p) interactions. The University of Wisconsin Gas Target

Neutron Source (GTNS), described in detail by DeLuca. et_ al. [41], produced the
lt

14.8 MeV neutrons from which the spectrum in Figure 3.2 is obtained. While a

• small fraction of gn,mma events at, low event sizes is observed, thespectrum is
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Figure 3,1: Event, size spectrum induced by gamma-ray emit,ted t'rom a _Ra
source, average gamma-ray energy _-._1.2,5 MeV, maximum energy 2.2 MeV,



ctominated by larger events produced by heavy charged particles, Stopping power

, increases with decreasing energy, hence, larger event, sizes are caused by lower

, energy heavy charged particles, Events from a few keV./zm-I to _100 keV.#In -1

are caused by protollS. Tile sharp fall off at _100 keV.#ln -1 ,'esults from low

energy t)rotons which deposit tile maxinlunl energy possible for proton events.

This feature is called the proton edge, proton drop point or Bragg edge. Events

above tile proton edge t_re caused by other heavy charged particles crossing the

counter such as alpha particles and carbon' recoils,

The peak in tile proton events at _I0 keV.btm -I is produced ])y the largest

component of the neutron spectlunl, A higher average neutron energy will pro-

. duce, on an average, higher energy protons. For higher average energy neutrons,

this proton peak occurs at, smaller event sizesl For low energy neut, rons, this

peak is displaced to larger event sizes, with very low energy lleut, rons producing

protoJls near the proton edge.

Event. size spectra plots obtained at, 0° for the Fe target are shown in Fig-

tires ,3.3. At 21 cm penetration, the neutron spectrum is dominated by fast,

proton events. Comparing this spectrum to tile 14.8 MeV neutron spectrunl,

(Figure 3.2), it is observed that tile location of t.he fast, proton peak decreases

from 8 keV,_tm -1 to 5 keV.#m -1, thus, the average neutron energy is higher. At,

84 cm and 148 Cln penetrations, intensity decreases collsider_bly, yet l.he spectral

shape is sinlilar, with a slight hardening observed by the decrease in the locatio|_
e

of t.he fast, proton peak.

• Event spectra at. 90 ° are quit, e different, a,s sllowu in i;'igll_'e ?,,,1. At. 20 cm
t
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Figure 3,2:14,8 MeV monoenergetic neutron induced event size spect,r,tm ,2si,lg
GTNS, Important features are noted and discussed in t.ext,.
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Figure 3.3: Event spectra observed at 0° for each dept, h into t,he shield with
230 MeV protons incident upon all Fe t,arget.
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penetration, the fast proton peak is still visible, yet the spectrunl is dominated

by events near the proton edge produced by low energy neutrons. The sF zt-
i*

trum is considerably hardened at 61 cm and 10.5 cm where only a residual hard

component persist s.

The angular dependence of neutron product.ion is shown in greater detail in

Figure 3.5 which shows a plot of the spectra obtained 20 cna into the concrete

shield at each angle. Here, the sharp falloff of the neutron production, as well as

the softening of the neutron spect.rum with increasing angle is apparent.

Figures .3.6-3.7 show plots of event size spectra observed at 22 ° and 45 ° for

Fe target bombardment. The soft neutron component increases in relative im-

portance with increasing angle. This is not caused by an increase in low energy

neutron production with angle, but rather a decrease in the high energy neutron

components. By the second penetration, low energy components are largely at-

tenuated, and an equilibrium spectrum propagates and attenuates through the

shield At deep penetrations, average event size increases with angle, Therefore,

it, can be deduced that the average neutron energy decreases with increasing

angle.

Target differe ees are most evident 20 cm into the shield at each angle, in

particular at 90 ° (Figure 3.8). The Pl) target data exhibit a significantly larger

low energy neutron component than the Fe and Al data. Fllrther into the shield,

target variation_ are minimal in both magifitude _md shape (Figure 3.9) There-
i,

fore, the additional neutron production in the Pb target can be attributed almost

entirel'¢ to low energy neutron product.ion.
Ii
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_'igure 3.4: Event spectra observed at 90° for each depth into the shield with
• 230 MeV protons incident upon ai, Fe target.
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Figure 3.5: Event spectra observed at, each angle, 20 cm into the concrete shield
for 230 MeV proton bombardnlent of an Fe target.
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Figure 3.6: Event spectra observed at 22 ° for each _lepth into the shield with

230 MeV protons incident upon an Fe target.
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m

Other event data at, depth in the shield for A1 and Pl) targets are similar to

, the Fe data. Pigures 3.10-3.17 show complete sets of event size spectral plots for

the Pb and Al'targets at all four angles. Pb data in the first depth, at 0° were

affected greatly by gain shifts in the amplifier system clue to the extreme data

rates. Al and Fe data were obtained wit, h much lower beam intensities, hence

lower data rates. The Pb spectral shap,'_ ill the first penetration at, 0° is probably

similar to the Fe and A1 target data. Spectral shapes for large penetrations are

observed to be independent of target material.

At larger angles, low energy neutrons are noticea, ble at the shallow penetra-

tions, then attenuated leaving a residual hard component a,t large penetration

, values, An interesting feature of t.he shallow penetration data at. large angles is

t,he peak at small event sizes (_zl0 keV.#m -1) corresponding to the high energy

component of the neutron spectrum. When a multiple of' the high energy neu-

tron spectrum is subtracted from this spectrum, for example a deep penetration

at 0°, the residual spectrum (Figure 3.18) shows many interesting features such

as the remaining gamma events and events produced by low energy neutrons.

For each target, measurements with the 1.27 mm diameter TEP(2 counter

set, in air approximately 85 cm from the target center at 0°, 22°, 45 °, 90 ° , and

142 ° were made. These data, while not providing a great deal of quantitative

information clue to detector dead time problelns, provide qualitatiw. _information

about angular and atomic number dependences of the neut, ron production, Plots

of event size spectra are shown in Figures 3.19-3.23. At 0°, spectra are dotal-

" hated by high energy neutron events, so much so that evelli, s produced by low
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230 MeV proton bombardnlent of a Pb target.
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Figure 3.11: Event spect, ra observed at 22 ° for multiple shield depths t'or 230 MeV

' proton bombardment of a Pb target.
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Figure .3.12: Event, spectra observed a,t 45 ° for multiple shield depths for 230 MeV
prot,on bombardnlent of a Pb target.
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Figure 3.13: Event spectra observed at. 90° at multiple shield dept.lls for 230 MeV
proton l_ombardment of a Pb target. Not,,, the 20 cm data has been halved ill ,
this display.
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Figure 3.14' Event spectra observed at, 0_' at multiple depths in the shield with
230 MeV protons incident upon Al target.
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Figure 3.16: Event, spectra observed at, 45° at multiple depths in the shield with
230 IVleV protons incident upon A1 target.
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Figure 3.15' Event spectra observed at, 22° at, nmltiple depths in the sb.ield with
230 MeV protons incident upon A1 target,.
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Figure 3.17' Eveni_ spectra observed at, 90° at, multit)le depths in t.lle shield with
230 MeV protons incident llpon AI target.
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energy neutrons are obscured. High energy neutrons dominate the Al si)ect.ra

at, 22° , the Fe data shows approximately equal low and high eTlergy close contri-v

but.ions, and low energy neutrons dominate the Pb data. Low energy new;rons

begin to dominate tile Fe data at 45 °, however, for the Al target, high energy

contributions persist. The 90° and 142 ° neutron emissions are dominated by low

energy neutrons for the Pb and Fe targ,_t.s, and t.he A1 target, shows very low

dose values, indicating that few low energy neutrons being produced.

3.2 Shielding Attenuation Curves

l',sing Equation 2.18 the absorbed dose for each spectrum is (let.ermined. Mean

quMity factors and dose equivalent values are calculated using methods outlined

in Section 2.5.6. Figures 3.24-3.26 plot close equivMent values multiplied by the

distance between the target and detector squared versua the thickness of coucrete

between the detector and target for each target material at 0", 22 °, -F.,,4o , and 90°.

Multiple data collection runs with a single target, angle, and depth are combined

for plotting purposes.

Beyond 66 cm of penetration, exponential attenuation is observed. Before 30

cm penetration, low energy neutrons ,:ontribute a large fraction to the observed

(lose equivalent. These neutrons are rapidly attenuated from the spectrum at

greater depths.

The exponential attenuation for a given target, and angle ('_t_l))iIl_tl,i_II is (le-

scribed })y two parameters; the intercept (prodllction or nor_l_alizal, i,._n term)

and the slope (attenuation length). For our data set., the normali,_,ation term
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Figure 3.25: .Measured close equivalent multiplied by the distance between tile
detector center and target squared versus concrete thickness for 230 MeV proton
bombardment of a stopping length Fe target.
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Figure 3.26' Measured dose equivalent multiplied by t,he distance between the
detector center and target squared versus concret, e thickness for 230 MeV proton

bombardnlent of a stoppin_ length Pl) target.
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describes the dose equivalent evaluated when shield thickness is extrapolated

t.o zero. This value specifies the "source t,erm" of the component t.liat, is being

exponentially attenuated. The attenuation length describes the dose equivalent

falloff with shield thickness.

Dose equivalent attenuation parameters are deternfined using a,weighted least.

squares fit, t,o the form
d

v_'H = Pe-X, (3.1.)

where r is the distance between the detector and target, H is the dose equivalent.

at, concrete depth d, ,k is the att.enuatioll length, and P is the normalizat.ion con-

stant. The weights for each' data point i are chosen t.o be equM to o'-2 Due t,o
• r2Hi"

the hardening of the observed spectra, fit,s are done only t,o penetrations greater

than 59 cm (I10 g.cm -2). Some additional spectral hardening occurs after 59 cm;

but t.his effect, is minimal. Table 3.1 summarizes the det, ermined attenuation pa-

rameters. Beyond the first, penetration, at, each angle, dose equiva, lent values are

,)largely target independent as shown in Figure 3..1.

Due to the similarity in event size data at, each angle and dept, h ['or the dif-

ferent target materials, dat, a are also fitted wit,h a comnmn aA.tenuat, ion length

allowing different, int,ercept, s. for each ta, rget. Fit, t,ing t,o a common slope is t_c-

complished using a weighted least, squares fit, t,o the set, of 1_equa,tions

d

r2H,, = (aP,_t + bPr_ + ,:P_,_),_-_ (3.2)

where P,u, PF_,, and PPb are the intercepts for tile Al, Fe, aIlcl [)1_ tar_,ets re-

spectively, and a. b, and c are boolean operators si_na,lin_ the t a,r_et _lse(t in

measurement n. For example, for a measurelnent, with the Fe l.arNet a = 0,
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Single Target All Targets

Angle Slope ': Intercept Slope Intercept

............. (cm) { (cre =. pSv. proton-') ..........!C_}!}!.......[...!.cme :.pSv pr°t°n? ' )

A1 Target
..... 0 ......-.5{J.04-2.4 ..................... 6{)g9 ................ 47.i+1.5 ...... 72+9

22 49.8+1.6 a._±a 45.4+1.6 45+5

4,5 40+4 234-6 41.3+1.3 20,7+2.0

90 31±5 5.0=t:2.7 30.8+2.2 5.0±1.3

" Fe Target,
0 45.7±1.4 70±7 47.1+1.5 64±7

22 43.1±1.6 38-t-4 45.4-t-1.6 34+3

45 41.9=t=0.5 12.9±0.4 41.3+1.3 13.4+1.2

90 39-1-,5 2.2±0.7 30.8±2.2 4.1il.0

Pb Target
.... 0 ...... ii155_£5-..... :...................76 _3-i ............... 471i &1-'5........ 64±9

22 44+4 31±8 45.4-t-1.6 29±4

4.5 42.3+2.2 11.0±1.7 4]..3±1.3 11.8+1.a

190 26.9+1.4 i 7.7+2.1 30.8-t-'2.'2 4.2±1..5

Table 3.1: Parameters for exponential attenuation fits to close equivMent in con-

crete shield (p = 1.88 g.cm-2). Fits are performed on each target separately

(Single Target) and using a common slope, allowing for different normalization

terms for each target (All Targets).
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b = 1, and c = 0. Values computed using t.his method are summarized in Ta-

ble 3.1, and are plotted with the data in Figures 3.24-3.26.

Dose equivalent is not zt directly measurable quantity since it relies on the

use of quality factors which are defined or legislated quantities. I11 t,hese mea-

surements, absorbed dose is measured and radiation quality deterrnined using

a proposed event size-radiation quality relationship. This relationshil_ (Equa-

tion 2.19), is only one of several recommended procedures. Since the defining

relationships between event size and radiation quality may change, absorbed dose

and radiation quality factors are given in Tables 3.2-3.4 for each target and angle

to allow comparison of our results with oi,hers.
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Depth H D Q

(cm) (pSv.cma.Proton -1 (pGy'cm2'Proton -1 )

A1 0°

21.4 56.5-t-1.2 8.67+0.03 6.51 +0.16

84.3 11.6-t-0.2 1.92-t-0.01 5.89±0.11

147.8 2.68-t-0.12 0.453+0.003 6.1+0.3

210.0 0.79 + 0.04 O. 109,1,0.001 7.(},1,0.4
Q273.5 0.25-t-0.12 0.0_6±0.002 9 7+4.4

A1 22 °

20.3 21.3-t-0.4 3.31 +0.01 6.41 +0.12

83.0 6.3,1,0.3 0.976+0.005 6.4+0.3

145.8 1.90i0.09 0.274.+0.002 6.9+0.?, "

210.2 0.46 -t-0.07 0.072 + 0.001 6.3 +0.9 '

2 _2.6 0.24-t-0.10 0.0_6+0 002 9.0+3.7

A1 45 °

20.3 9.8,1,0.2 1.344i0.004 "I ..,0±0.o 1',....

74.1 3.67+0.11 0.470±0.002 7.91±0.23

126.9 0.78 -t-0,06 0.105 ,1,0.001 7.,4+0.6

180.1 0.,_ I ,1,0,03 0.0375±0.0006 7.3+0.8

A1 90°

20.0 3.47,1,0.10 0.572±0.002 6.05+0,17

61.5 0.81-t-0.06 0.106,1,0.001 7.7+0.6

104.8 0.113,1,0.009 0.0190±0.0002 6.1+0.5

147.8 0.028+0.005 {}.0044 +{}.{}{}{}1 6.2± 1.1
....

Table 3.2: Dose equivalent, absorbed close, and quality fa,ctors measured at. depth

and angle in a concrete shield for 230 MeV i}rotons inciclellt: upon a,n A1 ta, rget.
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Depth H D : Q

(cm) (pSv.cm=.Proton -1) (pGy,cm=.Proton -1)

Fe 0°

21.4 61.6+-1.4 10.23 +0.03 6103 ±0.I 3

84.3 I0.2_k0.3 1.788±0.006 5.75+-0.17

147.8 3.04±0.13 0.51 0+0.002 6.0 ! O..J

210.0 0.70+_0.05 0.116+0.001 6.2±0.4
T

273.5 0.14+-0.03 i 0.0169+-0.0007 8.2+-1.8

Fe 22°.

20.3 21.0+_0.4 3.06-t-0.01 6.89+-0.12

• 83.0 5.64+-0.17 0.91 l!0.004 5.87+_0.1.7
14,5.8 1.26+_0.06 0.195+_0.001 6.(i:t:.0.3

210.2 0.27+-0.03 0.0379_-t:0.0006 7.1:_0.8

Fe 45 °

20.3 8.81+_0.22 1.312i0.005 6.68-_0.15

74.1 2.22+-0.06 0.288+0.0()1 7.72+-0.22

126.9 0.61+_0.05 0.0932+_0.0012 6.5+-0.5

180.1 0.179+-0.022 0.0268±0.0004 6.7-k0.8

Fe 90 °

20.0 3.78+_0.08 0.612±0.003 6.07±0.12

61 .,5 0.503+-0.022 0.0747+-0.0005 6.7_0.3

104.8 0.118±0.014 0.0169:k0.0003 6.9+-0.8

141.8"" 0.07:k 0.03 (}.0304 :i:0.(,,)03 '_-.3'+-3.0

Table 3.3: Dose equivMent, absorbed dose, and quality factors ineasured at depth

and angle in a concrete shield for 230 MeV" protons incident _ll)(m an Fe target.
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Depth H D Q

(cre) (pSv.cm_.Proton -1) (pGy'cma'Prot0n -1)

Pb 0°

21.4 56.5:t:0.9 4.96±0.02 li .40-50.13

84.a la.5+0.a 1.98::k0.01 6.79+0.14

147.8 2.6a +0.14 0.323 ::k0.001 6.5 +0.4

210.0 0.49-t-0.04 0.0724+0.0007 6.4-t-0.4

273.5 0.262+0,025 0.03674-0.0004 7.2::t:0.7

Pb 22°

20.3 19.74-0.3 2.2554-0,007 8.1 1t0.12

83.0 4,984-0.17 0,731 +0,003 6.8,3 +0.22

145.8 ]..084-0.04 0,1515+0,0008 6.72+0.22 "

210,2 0.311 +0,018 0.0513 4-0.0004 6.5±0 .:3

Pb 45 °

20.3 12.3+0.3 1.89 +0,01 6.54+0.1,.5

74.1 2.11 !0.02 0.319+0,001 6,76 :k0.03

126.9 0.463+0.026 0.0620-+-0.0006 7.5+0.4

180.1 0.153i0.011 0.0185:50.0002 8.2J:0.6

Pb 90 °

20.0 7.19+0.16 i 1,292+0.004 5.56±0.11
61.5 0.656-+-0.026 i 0.1138+0.0005 5.76.-]:0.22

E
104.8 0.211+0.025 i 0.0253+0.0004 8.4i1.0

147.8 0.0284+0.004 ' 0.0047+0.0001 6.1+0.8

190.8 0.0056+0.0013 0.00070±0.00004 7.4kl .7

Table 3.4: Dose equivaleitt, absorbed (lose, and quality factors nlea.sured at, depth

_nd angle in a concrete shieht for 230 MeV protons incident up_,n _ Pb target.



Chapter 4

Transport Calculation Comparisons

Computer techniques are frequently used in shielding design t)y modeling the

geometry and source, and then using physicM models to estimate radiation pro-

duct.ion and transport,. Monte Carlo random walk techniques in which single

interactions are modeled and discrete ordinate techniques in which analytical
t

solutions to the Boltzmann transport equation are employed are often used. For

. proton accelerator shielding design, Monte Carlo techniques were used to esti-

mate secondary neutron production and discrete ordinate techniclues to evaluate
i

neutron attenuation lengths [8,54].

The results from most of these calculational attempts have not been com-

pared with measurements clue to a lack of data. In this chapter, ()ttr results are

compared with calculations completed for the design of the Loma Linda Pro-

, Carlo calculations.ton Radiotherapy Facility [53,54] as well as with new Monte '

These comparisons provide a reference benchmark for the design of f'ut.ure facil-

ities.

101
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4.1 HETC-DO Calculations

Alsmiller et al. combined Monte Carlo and discrete ordinate calculations to pre-

dict the attenuation properties of the neutrons produced by 200 MeV proton

bonlbardnlent of an A1 target [8]. This method was used by Hagen et al. to pre-

dict. the shielding required for the Loma Linda Medical C,enter Proton Therapy

Facility [53,54]. This section describes the results of these cMculations, hereafl.er

referred to HETC-DO, and compares them with our experimental results.

4.1.1 Calculational Method

Hagen ct, al. performed calculations for 150,200 and 250 MeV protons incident

upon stopping length Feand HzO targets [54]. Neutron production was estimated

using HETC [15]. Angulardependence was accounted for by considering neutron

production in six angular bins, and used the outi)ut from each bin as a source for

a separate .ANISN [46] discrete ordinates run [54]. In each ANISN calculation,

close equivalent per incident, proton is evaluated as a function of radius in a solid

concrete sphere. Resulting (lose equivalent values are presented as attenuation

curves for each angular interval for 150, 200, and 2,50 MeV protons incident

upon Fe and H_O targets. HETC-DO dose equivalent values are not given for

depths less than 100 cm since the production calculation neglected neutrons with

energies below 20 MeV.

Table 4.1 lists the concrete composition used by Hagen. This composition

contains far less hydrogen than typical concr,-'te and the concrete used in our

shielding measurements(Table 2.2).
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d

-gi-eiiMli..................Den-sii,y...............
(atoms(. .1n22_\

Oxygen 4.54

Hydrogen 0.386
Silicon 2.08

Aluminum 0.0482

Iron 0.107

Table 4.1' Concrete composition used in the HETC-DO calculations, density 2.3

g.cm -a: [54].

4.1.2 Parameterization of HETC-DO Results

To cornpare our 230 MeV results M, 0°, 22 °, 45 °, and 90 ° with HETC-DO cal-

culations, HETC-DO results are parameterized by fitting to a simple analytic
,,

expression. In the angular range of 10° to 120 ° , Freeman [49] fitted the HETC-

DO results at depths from 100 to 600 cm concrete to the form

R 2H = A:(Oe//)lO Bjt°_f:)n (4.1)

for close equivalent values at each energy j and effective angle 0_// relative to

the incident proton beam direction. Aj(0_::) and Bj(Oe//) are free parameters

in the fit. Effective angles for the angular bin (0;,0/) are determined using the

,nethod of Smith [98]

1

cos0_si = :_(cosOi + cosO:). (4.2)

Freeman noted that parameters found in the fits, Aj(O,:I:) and Bj(Oe//), are

smooth functions of 0 for a given energy j. Therefore, at. each energy, production

coei:I_eients are fitted to the form

o

,4j(O) --=ajlO_"J° (4.3)
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and slope coefficients are fitted to

Bj(O) = bj + cjO + djO 2, (4.4) "

where the resulting coefficients are given in Table 4.2.

Energy aj kj bj cj dj

(MEV) (cm_.pSv.p -1) (dg -1) (i:m -1) (cm-l'dg -1) (cm-l'dg -2)
150 171.1 -0.0229 -0.0104 -5.148.10 .5 2.155.10 ---:-_--

200 292.1 -0.0216 -0,0091 --5.575.10 -_ 9.974.10 -s

250 428.3 -0.0205 -0.0086 --4.554 10 .5 4.978.10 -a

Table 4.2: Freeman's parameters for an angular fit. to ItETC-DO close equivMent

attenuation results for 150,200, and 250 MeV protons incident ui)on a stopping

length Fe target. (Units: p = proton, dg = degrees)[49].
¢

For an easier comparison to our data, these parameters are re-normalized to

base e exponential fits, i.e.

U_:(0_Iy)R
R_H = A}(0_,S)e _ , (4,5)

with production coefficients

k(O
A_(O)= _;_, (4.6)

and slope coefficients

U;(O)= b_+ _0 + d_O_, (4.7)

wliere the coefficients are now given in Table 4.3. Production and slope coef-

' 45 ° and 90 °ficients evaluated at each energy for ,'tngles of 0°, 22 _', .. , are listecl

in Table 4.4. These values are fitted with a, second order polynomiM to allow
Ii

interpolation to 230 MeV. Interpolated values are listed in Table 4.4.
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Errors in these coefficients are not computed since the values listed by Ha-

gen [54] und the parameters computed by Freeman [49] are stated without error.D

Errors in the angular and energy interpolation are also unknown. A reasonable

estimate of the errors is _10%.

i / [ t l

Energy aj k. l b. e: dj
(dg-1) (cm-1) i (cm-l'dg -1) (cna--l.dg-2)(MEV) (cm_.Sv.p -1 ) 'J : _ ; 'J

-15-0........=..............i;/:1-ii..................-6.0_o2;_1-20.0239- "i.i85 Li0 -:4 4.962. 10"s

' 200 292.1 -0.0497 -0.0210 -1,284. 10 -4 2.297.10-7
250 428.3 -0.0472! -0.0198 i -1.049.10 .4 1,146.1.0 -7

Table 4.3: Parameters for base e exponential fit HETC-DO close equivalent at-
t.enuation results for 150, 200, and 250 MeV protons incident upon a stopping
length Fe target. (Units: p = proton, dg = degrees).

" "...................................................0;'................... 22°

Energy -Slope- ............tiiteic-ei,t............Si0pe.............h t, r  pt....
(MEV) (eta) (cm2.pSv.p -t) (cre) (cm2.pSv.p -1)......

150 41.8 171 37.7 54
200 47.7 292 42.2 98
230 49.9 372 44.3 129

250 50__5 428 45.4 152

45° 90 °

150 34.3 [ 16.0 29.2 _ 1.49I!

200 38.1 / 31.2 32.7 i 3.32
4,,.6 34.4 4.89230 40.1 I o" ',

/

250 41.2 ] 51,'2 35.3 6.1'2

Table 4.4: Production and slope coefficients evaluated at 0°, '22°, ,45° , trod 90°
using parameterization of IIETC,-DO results. Interpolated vall|e at. '230 MeV is
also listed,
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4.1.3 Comparison with Measurements

Calculated production and attenuation coefficients are now compared with the

parameters found in fitting to the experimentM data. Table 4.5 lists production

coefficients for the Fe target data as well as for an average over the AI, Fe, and

Pb targets.

Experimental Experimental HETC-DO

Angle Fe Target Target Average Fe Target

(pSv.cm_.p -1 ) (pSv.cm2.p -1 ) (pSv.cm2. p -1 )

0° ] 64+7 66+5 372

22° I 34+-3 3 r" 129
o.7+2.3

45 ° j 13.4=t=1.2 15.3=t=0.9 42.6

90 ° 4.08+- 1.0 4.43+-0.74 4.89

Table 4.5: Measured normalization constants and colnparison with values pre-

dicted using fit to HETO-DO results.

For our results, minimal differences exist between the Fe data and the Al and

Pl) data, hence, the target average data are very close to the Fe data. The HETC-

DO calculations also yielded small deviations between Fe and H20 vMues [53,54].

Substantial differences exist between measured data and HETC-DO calcu-

lated results. HETC-DO overestimates the production coefficient at 0°, ,),)o,,,,, and

45° . This effect is most pronounced at 0° where HETC-DO overestimates the

yield by a factor of six. At 22 ° , the yieM is overestimated by 3.6 times whereas

at 90 ° , yield values agree within error.

The overestimation by HETC at small angles is consistent with nelltron spec-

trum measurements [22,28,29,3.5,48,79,107]. In particular, Wachter [107] found

that Ibr 160 MeV protons incident upon a stopping length Al target, the neu-
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" tron production calculated using HETC at 10° over-predicts his measurements

by a factor of 3.5. A comparison by Meier et al. [73,74,7,5] indicates that HETCi

overestimates the high energy neutron yield at, 7.5 ° for 113 MeV protons by a

factor of two, but the agreement is good for 256 MeV proton bombardment.

(Figures 1.1 and 1.2). Deviations among various HETC, calculations are most

likely due to the use of different parameters and cross section libraries.

The difference in the compositiop, of the concre_,e used in the experiment and

HETC-DO calculation could also contribute to the overestimation by HETC-DO,

Scattering of neutrons on hydrogen is an effective means of degrading neutron

energy [83]. However, such scattering only plays an iraportant role where the

. cross section dominates, i.e. below a few MeV [83].

For reactor shielding applications, a decrease in the water content by 1/3,

results in an increase of the neutron leakage by a, factor of three, as well as an

increase in the thermal flux by a factor of five [56]. Due to this, it is recom-

mended that the minimum fixed water content not be less than 5% by weight

for ordinary concrete used in shielding applications [56]. Based upon the com-

position supplied with the HETC-DO calculations, their H20 content was 2.5%

by weight compared with our 15%. Ordinary concrete usually contains between

5-15% water [56,83].

The equilibrium neutron spectrum present, in the shield used in the ItETC-

DO calculations is expected to differ from that in the shield used in t.hese mea-

surements due to these composition variances. Since the HETC-DO shield con-

t.ains les,_ hydrogen, more neutrons below 10 MeV are expected to exist, in that,
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shield [56,83]. Further calculations which provide the neutron spectrum at depth

within the shield are necessary to quantify this effect,.
l,

The att.enuation lengths of neutron shielding materials are deternfined princi-

pMly by the high energy neutrons [83,105], provided mechanisms exist, by which

low energy neutrons are removed from the spectrum. Above 20 MeV, inelastic

interactions dominate over elastic scattering in neutron attenuation [83]. There-

fore, bulk shield density is of primary importauce, and hydrogen content 0nly

determines the shape of the low energy equilibrium spectrum.

Experimentally determined mass attenuation lengths are compared with the

results from HETC-DO calculations in Table 4.6. The deviation observed is

quite large, _nd is likely caused by differences in l.he shield compositions used.

Figure 4.1 shows a plot of the over-prediction HETC-DO calculation as a function

of depth at, each angle.

Experimental HET(,-DO-

Angle Data Results

(g.cm- 2) (g.cm- _-)
0° 89+3 115

22 ° 85-t-3 102

"-- o 9245 ° i_ .8-t-,.4 .1

90° 584-4 79.0

Table 4.6: Comparison of mass attenuation lengths measured and calculated

using HETC- DO.

Due to the differences in the concrete composition, comparisons are also done

on a thickness ha,sis. Table 4.T shows the results ,'_t'this colni.)a, riso11. The a_gree-
w

merit between the a.ttenuation lengths (tetermined is good. Note that materiM
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Figure 4.1' Ratio of HETC,-DO predicted (lose equivalent values t,o measured

(lose equivMent values at, the same mass thickness into the shield versus shield

depth.
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t.

density and composition differences have not been accounted for. The agreement

is believed to be fortuitous, rather than to represent a valid comparison. The

ratio of the computed to measured values is plotted in Figure 4.2 as a function of

depth at each angle. A suggested future calculation to estimate mat, eriM effects

is re-computation of the ANISN partl of the HETC-DO calculation using the

concrete composition used in the measurements.

Experimental HETC-DO

Angle Data Results

(cre)
0° 47.1±1.5 ,1.9.9

22° 45.4±1.6 44.3

45 ° 41.34-1.3 40.1

90 ° 30.84-2.2 34.4

Table 4.7: Comparison of experimental and HETC-DO determined a,ttenuation

lengths, A.

4.2 Analytical Methods

Several authors provide analytical methods for estimating the shielding required

for proton accelerators. The dose equivalent attenuation characteristics for mo-

noenergetic neutrons with energies between 50 a,nd 350 MeV were calculated by

Braid [33]. To estimate the shielding required for proton accelerators, Braid [33 I

used analytic functional fits provided by Alsmiller [1] to Bertini's intranuclear

cascade data [25] and inelastic interaction probal_ilities fron_ .]anni [67] t_, de-

termine thick target neutron production. By integrating the monoenergetic at-
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Figure 4.2: Ratio of HETC-DO predicted dose equivalent values to measured

close equivalent, values evaluated at the same shield depl, h (cna) versus shield

depth.
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.............................................................................................................................................,\ p pcp°,....(cnl) pSv.cm2.proton -1

Measured (0 °) 47..14-1.5 64-4-7 -- ] --
IAEA-Braid (00-30 ° ) 49.2 ,__.4 1.0,5 1 71.3

Measured (90 ° ) 30,8-4-2.'2 4.1+1.0 ......

IAEA ("Lateral") 38.9 15.8 1.26 3.88

Tesch (."Lateral") 41.1 4.5 1.34 1.10

Table 4.8: Comparison of measured attenuation parameters with those using the

method of Braid [33,57], and with"l:he method of Tesch [105].

tenuation data over the calculated neutron spectrum, (lose rates outside a given

shieldi, ng thickness were determined.

Using this procedure, the IAEA [57] published recommended attenuation co-

efficients for concrete at, 90 ° and in the forward direct, ion (00-30 °) for the neutrons
*t

produced by 50 to 400 MeV protons incident upon thin and th.ick C,u targets. Ta-

ble 4.8 compares these wlues, interpolated to 230 MeV, with our measurements.

Ii1 the forward direction, the att, enuation parameters ;_gree wit.h otlr measured

values at 0°. Values at 90 °, however, are overestimated.

Tesch [105] compiled lateral shielding data and cMculations for 50 to 1000 MeV

proton accelerators and estimated values of attenuation lengths and production

terms in this energy region. These values are also compared with otlr mea-

surenleni, s in Table 4.8. The production term is predicte(1 _tc(:ura,tely and t,he

attenuation term is overestimated.
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4.3 LAHET Code

' Due to the material differences between our measurements and those inodeled
,

in the HETC-DO calculations and to the recent improvements in the nuclear

models in a recent revision HETC,, further Monte Carlo cMculations using the

Los Alamo_ revision of HETC,, LAHET, were undertaken. In this section, LA-

HEq_' is briefly described as implemented for comparison with our experiment.

C,omparisons of cMculated and measured values are presented al, the end of this

section.

4.3.1 LAHET, A Brief Overview

In recent years, Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) put ft)trh a n_ajor

effort in the revision of the High Energy Transport Code (HETC) originally

developed at oak Ridge National Laboratory. Many new features were added,

therefore the code was renamed LAHET [87]. LAHET is the principM code of

the LAHET (),ode System (LCS) which was developed for analysis of both high

and low energy neutron and photon interactions in matter.

LCS consists of the computer programs LAHET, HMCNP, PHT, XSE(',, and

HTAPE. LAHET treats all interactions of heavy charged particles, but only deals

with neutrons above a 20 MeV particle cutoff energy. 'ro a,ll,,w tile i11clusion of

effects produced by neutrons below 20 MeV, LAIiET r(,cords these events in

• a file which can be used _ts a source file for sut)seque11I tIM('NP ca,lculations.

tt:'.,I('NP is a minor revision the low energy l_,l_)11te(!a, rl_)llellt, l'oIl an(t l)llot.OIl

transport code MCNP [34] which a,ccepts sollrce files whiten I)y I,AIII_YI ", a,s well
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as other distributed source flies. The P HT code is used to construct gamnla-

ray source flies from collision information recorded on LAHET history flies for

u.se ii1 HMCNP calculations [87]. XSEC calculates double-differentiM particle

production Cross sections for primary beam,intera, ctions from LAHET history

files. The HTAPE code analyzes history files written by LAHET and HMCNP to

' deternfine surface currents, surface fluxes, p_rticle production, energy deposition,

.excitation energies, t_Ild other interaction products. HTAPE Call also be used

with response functions to modify any tMlied history.

The major differences between LAHET and HETC include tile Fermi breakup

model replacing the evaporation model for breakup of light nuclei, the addition

of a multistage preequilibrium excitation model as an intermediate stage between

tile intranuclear cascade and evaporation stages of the nuclear interaction, and

the addition of a few alternative nuclear level density parameterizations. LAHET

defaults to using the Bertini [29)intranuclear cascade model. An alterna, tive

intranuclear cascade model, ISABEL [109,110], is inchtded amongst LAItET's

options. Since LAHET is coupled to HMCNP thro'lgh LCS, the geometrical

setup of MCNP has been implemented for user convenience.

4.3.2 Previous LAHET results

Comparisons of LAHET calculations with neutron yield ulea.surernents are useful

to understanding how well LAHET can be expected to agree with production

a,11clattenuation measurements. R.ecently, I)enchma, rk compa, rison,.s between mea-

sured thick target neutron yield _md LAHET ca,lculations were conlpleted at, Lo';
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Alamos [88]. Neutron yield was measured and calculated for 113 and 256 MeV

. protons incident, upon a vt_riety of stopping length targets a.t a few angles.

Figure 4.3 shows plots of the measured and calculated values using LAHET

with t,he preequilibrium model between the cascade ali evaporative stages for

113MEV protons bombarding a stopping.length [re target [74]. The ratio between

calculated and measured values is plotted in Figure 4.4. LAHET predicts neutron

product.ion quite well. However at 7.5 °, the neutron yield of the highest energy

components is slightly overestimated. Al. 150 ° , the agreement is far better than

values calculated using HETC (Figure 1.1).

Measured and LAHET calculated neutron yields for 256 MeV prot,ons inci-

dent upon a stopping length Fe target, are plotted in Figure 4.5 [7,5]. The ratios

between calculated and measured values are shown in Figure 4.6. Again, the in-

clusion of the preequlibrium model in LAHET calculations inlproves agreement

with measured values, especially at. large angles. (Figure 4.7).

The ability of LAHET to predict dose equivalent values and attenuation

lengths is limited by the estimation of the yield. Wliere LAHET overestimates

neutron yield, particularly in the high energy region, the dose equivalent val-

ties and t.he attenuation lengths will be overestimated if the transport processes

mimic reality.

4.3.3 Calculation Method

Our calculations included running LAHET witll the majority of the parameters

ill their default settings, that is, the Bert, ini intranuclear cascade model [29], t,lle
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Figure 4,5: Neutron yield at 7.5 ° , 30°, , 60 °, 120 ° and 150 ° for 256 MeV protons

incident upon stopping length Fe targets measured by Meier [7,5] and cMculat, ed

using LCS by Prael [88].C,alcltlated values are shown as histogra.ms.

i
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Figure 4.7: Neutron spectra produced by 256 MeV protons incident upon Fe and
LAHET calculated yield without inclusion of the preequilibrium model. Agree-
ment at large angles is much poorer than when preequilibrium neutrons are ,
included (Figure 4.5.) This figure was reproduced from Prael [88].
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Gilbert-Cameron-Cook-Ignatyuk level density model [86], and the Fermi breakup

., model. Tile only crucial non-default parameter is the use of the preequilibrium

model following the intranuclear cascade. The preequilibrium model is employed

since it improves agreement with the neutron spectrum measurements at large

angles [88],

Differences between our LCS calculations and previous calculations [8,,54] are

the inclusion of the preequilibrium model following the intranuclear cascade and

in the use of Monte Carlo techniques for transport of neutrons and photons into

tlm shielding.

Hagen et al. [54], used HETC to obtain the target neutron spectrum. Hence,

. they only included neutrons above 20 MeV. Here, tlm target neutron and photon

production is calculated using LCS with inclusion of the preequilibrium model.
,b

The coupling of I,AHET with HMCNP Mlowed our work to include photons and

neutrons down to thermal energies.

For transport of the neutrons into the shield, Hagen used ANISN [46], a dis-

crete ordinates code, for which the neutron spectrum in a given angular bin is

used as an isotropic point source in the center of a concrete sphere. In discrete

ordinates codes, the solution t.,_ the Boltzmann transport equation is approxi-

mated using discrete variables in a number oi7energy bins. The neutron fluence

nmltiplied by ICRU 20 [60] recommended fluence-to-dose conversion factors are

then used to calculate dose equivalent as a function of radius in the sphere.

For our calculations, LAHET and HMCNP are used to transport neutrons and

. l)hotons into a shielding geometry very similar to that used in our experiment.
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1,1 our LAHET cMculations, neutron fluence, absorbed dose, and dose equiv-

Ment are evaluated at xnultiple depths and angles in the shield using HTAPE t

to score tile neutron flux, and using the HTAPE response function option to

deternline absorbed dose and close equivalent. Response functions are based the

upon values compiled by Belogorlov ct. al. [23]. Belogorlov tabulates and plots

response as a function of neutron energy and deptll in a tissue-equivalent slab.

Following the method oi" the ICRP 51 [59], the maximum response independent

of depth is used for determination of absorbed close and dose equivalent values

from the neutron spectrum. This procedure may result, in overestimation of close

values for some neutron energies.

Figure 4.8 shows a plot of the close equivalent response function as well as data

recommended by the ICRP [59}, These values are in excellent agreement since

they are derived from the same set of calculations. Note that these conversion

coefficients refer to the dose equivalent for neutrons as defined prior to 1985. The

lC,RP now recommends that these values be multiplied by a factor of 2 to obtain

the close equivalent as redefined for neutrons in 1985 [58,59]. This factor was

not included in the present calculations. The absorbed close response function

used is plotted in Figures 4.9.

4.3.4 Geometry

The geometry used in the L(',S calculation is a simplitied version of the geonletry

used in the measurements (Figure ,1.10). The lar_et chosen is i_l,,ntical to the

Fe target used in the experiment, length 7.51 cre, diameter 11.6 cre. Located ..
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" neutrons before 1985. The ICRP recommends tha,t, the q_lality factor for nel.ltrolls

be doubled [59].
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at t,he target effective neutron production center, cMculat.ed in Section 2.4, is a

one meter diameter air sphere, followed by a four meter thick concrete sphere.

The concrete composition used is identical to that used in our experiment (Ta-

ble 2.2). To allow scoring of particle crossings and (letermina_tion of close at,

nmltiple depths, the concrete sphere is divided into a series of imaginary con-

centric spheres. Table 4.9 lists tile radii and concrete depths ()tlthese imaginary

spheres.

CMculations are performed with two different angular binnings. Large angu-

lar intervals are used to provide estimates of the neutron and photon spectrum

as well as absorbed dose and dose equivalent values for determination of the

lllean radiation quMity. The angular intervals, listed in Table 4.10, are chosen

so the effective angles, computed using Equation 4.2, are equal to angles used in

" our measurements. Smaller angular bins, listed in Table 4.11, are used for a re-

stricted set, of calculations to study the angular dependence of the (lose equivMent

attenuation.

4.3.5 Results

Output from the LCS and HMCNP calculations are edited to determine the

neutron and photon fluence crossing each sphere at depth within the shield as

well as absorbed dose ancl close equivalent using HTAPE.

Figures 4.11 shows a plot of the L(',S calculated neutron fluence in several

angular bins crossing the air-shield interface. The values computed at, low en-

, ergies are shown in Figure 4.1'2. The photon fluence values crossing the air to
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Figure 4.10: Geometry used in LCS cMcul_tion. In center is a.n iron target

which is surrounded by one meter of air, followed by concentric concrete spheres

at depths listed in Table 4.9.
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w

Distance to Concrete

Target, Thickness

(cre)
100 0

102 2

105 5

II0 10

120 2O

130 36

145 45

160 60

17,5 7,5

190 90

205 105

220 120
r

235 135

250 150

265 165

280 1.80

295 19,5

310 210

325 '225

350 o_,.,00

375 275

400 300

425 325

,:t50 35O

500 400

• Table 4.9: Depths for scoring events in concrete sphere for LC,S cMculations.
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Angular Effective

Interval Angle
0°_10 0 7.5 °

100_30 ° 22 °

30o.60 ° 45 °

60°-120 ° 90 °

120°-180 ° 139 °

Table 4.10: Angular binning used in LCS cMculations for deternfination of neu-

tron and photon fluence, absorbed dose, and dose equivMent.

Angular
Interval

00_30 °

300.40 °

400.50 °

500_60 °

600.75 °

75°.85 o

850.95 °

95°-105 °

105°-120 o

120°-180 °

Table 4.11' Angula, r binning used in LCS calculations for determi _fing close equiv-
alent at, depth in tlle shield.
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shield interface are plotted in Figure 4.13,

, Of a greater interest is the neutron and photon spectrum at, depth in the

shield, since these spectra contribute to the dose at depth. The cMculated neu-

tron spectra iri severM angular bins at 105 cm concrete are plotte d in Figures 4.1.4

and 4.15. The photon fluence spectra are plotted in Figure 4.16.

Calculated dose equivalent values at depth in the concrete in each angular

interval are Shown in Figure 4.17. The rapid attenut_tion of the low energy nett-

tron component is quite apparent, aS well as the decrease in attenuation length

with increusi.tg angle. Tables 4.15-4.19 list, the calculated values of absorbed

close, dose equivMent, and mean radiation qualities. Mean radiation quMities

. are cMculated fronl the ratio of the dose equivMent to the absorbed dose.

The calculated mean quality factor, averaged over a,ll depths and angles, is
I.

4.96±0.01 when both neutrons and photons are considered, and 5.73±0.02 when

only neutron are included. The measured mean quality factor, averaged over ali

measured depths and angles, is 6.76±0.02 for all events. The measured quality

factors are determined using Equation 2.19 which is based upon event size to

radiation quality relationships. This relationship is unchanged by the recent

ICRP recommendations [59]. The LCS calculated quality factors are determined

through the ratio dose equivalent and absorbed dose response fujictions, weight.cd

by the neutron energy spectrum. Recent ICRP recommendations [58,59] suggest

doubling of this value. By comparing our measured nlean radiation quality with

t,hat derived from the LCS Monte Carlo.calculations, the factor by which the

radiation quality factor for neutrons needs to be increasect to agree with the event
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Figure 4.11: C,onaI)uted neutron spectrum crossing from air into concrete for

230 MeV protons incident upon ai1 Fe target.
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Figure 4.16" LCS calculated photon spectra 105 cm in the concrete for 230 MeV

protons incident upon an Fe target. Filled areas represent values :t:1 . o'.
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size quality factor relationships is determined. Based upon our measurements

und calculations, the response function, averaged over this neutron spectrum,
l

underestimates the radiation quality factor for neutrons by a factor of 1.36.

Doubling of the radiation quality factor neutrons, per ICRP recommendations,

results in overestimation of the radiation quality by a factor of 1.5.

Comparisons between LCS computed and measured absorbed close values

are not presented here since they are similar to the dose equivalent comparisons.

This is due to the relatively constant radiation qualities observed in both the

calculated values and measured data (See Tables 3.2 and 4.15). Hence, the ratio

of calculated to measured absorbed dose values differs from the r_tio of the close

. equivalent values by the ratio of the quality factors, 1.36. I,

For the comparison of computed attenuation lengths with measured values,

close equivalent values are also calculated over angular intervals which closely

bracketed measurement angles. Only shield penetrations between 60 and 210 cm

of concrete are included to compare these calculations with themeasured values

over equM regions. Before 60 cm of concrete, low energy neutrons contribute sig-

nificantly to dose values. Beyond 210 cre, few measurements were made and the

calculational statistics are poor. Figure 4.18 shows a plot of LCS computed val-

ues in angular intervals surrounding measurements angles, the results of a least.

squares fit to the LCS computed values in each angular region, and the measured

dose equivalent values for the Fe target. The LCS calculations are observed to

overestimate the dose equivalent for ali angles where measurements were per-

formed. Since the calculated radiation quality is below the measured value, the
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Experiment LCS

Angle P A Angle P A ,

(pSv.cm2.p -1 ) (cnl) (pSv.cm2.p -1 ) (eta)
O° 64+7 47.1+1.5 0°-10 ° 63:t:5 54.0-t-1 ._

22 ° 34-t-3 45.4+1.6 1.0°-30 ° 47.6±2.1 56.7±1.0

45 ° 13.4±1.2 41.3-1-1.3 40°-50 ° 21.1±1.3 49.4±1.1

90 ° 4.08±I,0 30.8=t=2.2 85°-95 ° 7.86±1.9 31.4±1.8
....

Table 4.12: Comparison of measured attenuation parameters and those calcu-

lated using LCS for 230 MeV protons incident upon an Ire target. The LC.tS

results are from a fit to concrete depths ranging from 60 cm to 210 cm in each

angular interval.

quality, factor correction will increase the LC,S overestimation. Table 4.1",. c.om-

pares fitting parameters for nleasured and computed dose equivalent values. LC,S
i

calculations predict, the production term quite well at 0° and 90 °, however ai; 22 °

and 45 ° LCS over-predicts. Calculated dose equivalent attenuation lengths are

larger than measured values at 0° 22 _ and 45 ° but are ill agreement at 90"• _ ' _ ,. ,

Curiously enough, tile LC_tScalculated attenuation length at 22 ° is equal to tile

value at 0°. Ratios of LCS computed dose equivalent values to those measured

are plotted in Figure 4.19.

Angular dependencies iii production and attenuation lengths are shown in

Tables 4.13-4.14, which list. values deternlined for fitting over a number of' depth

and angular intervals. Other than the depression in attenuation length at, ()o

attenuation is observed to fall off snloothly with antzle. "['lie depression at 0°

is most likely caused by low energy comp()nents persisting to greater del)t.hs

(Figure 4.17). Fit,s at greater penetrations show the ()(' attenuation length ap-

proaching, and exceeding the 22° attenuation lengths as expected. The variations
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T..................q"................................._ ......

Angle I Production Attenuahon

• [ (pSv.cI]12.p -1 ) (c.ill)

Fits oi1 Depths 60 - !10 cm
0o-30 ° 49.3+2.2 ,56.44-1.1
30o-60 ° 23.0+1.4 47.5-t-1.0
60°-120 ° 72.6+019 35.6+1.2

r.0°-10 ° 63+5 o4.0+1.6
10°-30 ° 47.6+2.1 56.7:i:.1.0
30°-40 ° 33.4:t:2.1 48.9+ 1.1
40°-.50° 21.1+1.3 49.4i. 1.1
50o-60° 18.1+1.8 42.7+1.4
60°-75 ° 11.0+1.1 40.3±1.2
70°-85 ° 11.2+1.,5 31.4+1.0
85°-95 ° 7.9-t-1.9 31.4+1.8
95°-105 ° 7.412.2 27.7:t:1.7
105°-120 ° 4.0+1.2 31.1-t-2.1
120°-180 ° 2.7+1.3 32+4

................i_itson-Depi,iiSG07!_00cn_..............
-0Cii]°..........................:55i4.................58.0%i25

• 10°-30 ° 43.9+1.9 59.0+0.9
300-60 ° 19.6+1.6 51.1+1.3
60°-120 ° 49.2-}-0.8 40.6iI.5
120°-180 ° 2.3±0.8 32.9J:2.2

Table 4.13: Attenuation and production coefficients determined from fits to
depths greater than 60 cm concrete using LC,S calculations.

in the large angle attenuation lengths for different fitting del)tits are due to the

poor statistics at the large angles.

A comparison of the results for different angular intervals indicates that effec-

tive angles are weighted strongly toward the smaller of the angles in the interval.

This is likely caused by the strong angular de.i)endence__ of the neutron l_roduc-

tion as evidenced in Figure ,1.20. Angle averaging techniques that are t.ylfically
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Angle Production Attenuation
(pSv'cm2'p-:)i (cre)

Fits on Depths 105 - '210 cm
00-30 ° 40.0±1.3 60.5±0.8

300-60 ° 17.0±0.7 52.0±0.7

60 °. 120 ° 40.8±0.5 40.6± 1.2

0°-10 ° 50±7 58±3

10°-30 ° 38.8± 1.1 60.9_0.6

300-40 ° 25 6±1.9 53 0±1 o) , e , 0_J

400-50 ° 16.6± 1.3 53.1 ± 1.4

500-60 ° 11.3± 1.0 48.5± 1.4

600-75 ° 6.9+0.8 45.4± 1.4 _'

no 8r.ou -,_v 6.5±1.3 3,5 0±11.6

850-95 ° 5.4!2.8 34+4

95°- 105 ° 3.1 ± 2.0 32±4

105°-120 ° 1.5£0.8 3815

120°-180 ° 0.55±0.5'2 45112

Fits on Depths 105 - 300 cm
0o_10 o 43 ± ,1 61.9 ± 2.0

10°-30 ° 3" '" .5_.,±1 61..8±0.8

300-60 ° 15.()ck 1.6 54.5± 1.6

60°-120 ° 27.0±2.4 45.9±1.4

120°-180 ° 1.0+0.6 38±4

Table 4.14: Attenuation and production coefficients del, ernfined t'rozn fi(,s (,o

, depths greater than 1.05 cm co.crete using LC',S ca,lclllal,ious.
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used t.o find effective angles for angular bins, such as Equation 4.2, result in un

overestimation of contributions to dose equivalent at large angles.w
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Ta,ble 4.15: Dose equivalent, quality factors, and dose {:Mculate{l in 0°- 10° iutervM
. using LCS,
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D H D Q

(cre) (pSv,cm_,proton -1) (pGy,cm2,Proton -1)
0 65.0±1,0 13,44-0,14 4,844-0.08
2 60.54-0.9 11,7 4-0,12 5,18+0.09
5 56,7+0,8 ll,24-0,12 5,07±0,09
10 48.1 +0.7 9.83 4.0,11 4,884-0.08
20 36,54-0.5 7.67 4-0.09 4,76i0,08
30 29.7 +0,5 6.244.0,08 4,74+0,09
45 21,7 4.0,4 4,61 +0.06 4.70±0.09 1
60 16.9±0,3 3.59±0.06 4.71±0.11
75 13.3±0,3 2,804.0,06 4.754.0,12
90 10,24.0.3 2.13 4-0,04 4,794-0,14
105 7,07i0,20 1.53 4-0.04 4.63±0.17
120 5.244-0,15 1.134-0,03 4.644-0.17
135 4.21±0.15 0,9054-0,028 4,64+0.21
150 3.31±0 14 _ 0.7044-0.02(3 I,(_9±0.25

I
165 2,59+0.12 ! 0,552-I-0,023 4,69±0.28
180 2.03+0.09 0,4264.0.0i8 4,77±0.29
195 1,584.0.09 0.3294.0,017 4,8±0.4

Q •210 1.23±0.08 0..634.0,()16 4 7±0.4

225 0,88±0.06 i 0.1904.0.011 4,6±0.4
250 0.634.0.05 ,I 0.135-I-0.010 4,_±0,0_
275 0,47±0,06 0.0974-0,010 4,9±0.8
300 0.304-0,04 ! 0.0634-0.008 4.7±0,9
325 0.296+0.011 0.0594.0.020 5.0±2.4

350 0.103±0.018 II 0,0244.0.004 4,44-1.1
400 0,054i0.012 0.0144-0.003 3.8±1.2

Table 4.16: Dose equivalent, quality factors, a,nd close calculated in ]00-30 ° in-
terval using LCS.
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d

D H D Q

(cre) (pSv,cm_,Proton -1) (I}Gy.cm2,Proton -1)
0 47,4=t=0,,.5 9,{}9±0.08 ,:,,21=t:0,07

2 42,9i0,5 7,87 .-t=0,07 5.45t=0,07
5 38,3 i0,4 7,23 ±0,06 ,}.30 i O,07

10 30,84=0,4 6.08±0,06 5,06±0.07

20 20,4i0,3 4,21 ±0,04 4,85 _0,07

30 14,7i(),2 3,05±0,03 4,83=t=0,08

45 9 69±0,15 2,0020.03 4.85i0,09

60 6 9320,12 1,41:_0.()2 4,91 i0.10

75 5 02i0,11 1,0220,02 4,92_0,13

90 3 55±0,08 0,723±0,016 ,4,91 ±0,15

,. tO5 2 26i0,06 0,46620,011 4,8 _,.,)20,16

120 1 70±0,05 0.34720.010 4.89.t=.0,20

135 1 25=t:(},05 {},}r._ <I,S" '".... )6_-k0.009 ,, I i(},2:)

" 150 0.94±0.04 0.19120,007 4.90+_(}.26

165 0.72±0,04 0. I472(},006 ,4,9t:0,3

180 0.544-t-0,028 0.111 ±0,005 4.9±0,3

195 0,380:t=0.021 (J.07920.004 4.8.-4-0.4

210 0.305±0.019 , 0.06220.004 4.920.4

225 0,272:k0.02tJ 0.0,5420 005 5,1 i0,7

, , ( r.-t .250 0 148±0 013 0. }3{}__{} 0025 4,8_0 6

275 0.12320,019 0.0228i0 0029 5,4±1.1

300 0,049±0,007 0,0104i0 {}014 4.8£0,9

325 0,033:t-0,006 (}.0()712(} 0(}11 ,'.1.7-t-_1.1

3,:)0 0,019_().004 0.{}0382(} 0008 ,-1.9-_t=1,6
'{ .{ , ,400 0,0046±0,002) () }012i0 (}005 3.8...t:2,4

Table 4.17: Dose equivalent, quality factors, and dose c,dculMed in 30<'-60 " in-

terval using LCS.

I
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°,

H D q

' 2 l)(pSv.cm ,Proton- (pGy,cn_.Proton -t )
35.9+0.4 6.96±0,05 5,15"i0.06
31,3 +0,3 5,62i 0,04 o,,_6+ 0.06
26,5+0,3 4,96i0,04 5.34=t=0,06
19,2+0.2 3,85=t=0,03 4,99=t=0,06

9,96=k0,13 2.194-0,02 4,55=t=0,07
5.95 i0.09 1,31 -t-0,02 4,53 :k0.08
2.974-0.07 0.648+_0.010 4 o8-t=0.12
1.61:k0.05 0.349:[=0.007 4.60=k0.16

0.953i0,028 0.201:k0.004 4 73k0.17
0.571+0.019 0.119+_0.003 4.80+0,20
0.336J:0,016 0.071 t0,003 4,8:k0,3
0.199:t:0,010 0.0413:k0,0018 4.8:i:0.3
0,142:k0,011 0.0293:k0.0019 4.9:k0.5
0.099i0.010 0.0196:k0,0016 5,1-I0,6
0.064+0.005 0.013 i 0.009 5.0±0.6
0.053:k0.009 0.0105i0.0015 5.111,I
0,034:k0.004 0.0069:k0,0007 5.0:k0,7
0.023:k0.003 0,004510,0005 5.1:k0,9
0.021_0.005 0,0039J:0.0007 5.411,5

0.0106:k0.0018 0.0021!0.0003 5.0:k1,2
0,00724-0,0018 0.0014-A:0.0003 5.2±1,7
0.0050-+-0.0013 0.0010:k0.0002 5.0±1,8

0.009+0.006 O.O015:kO.O010 o.6:k5.4
0.0027.-k0.0009 0.00055+0.00018 4.9+2,3
0,0005_:0,0004 0.00013:k0,00009 4.2_:4,2

Table 4.18: Dose equiwlent, quality factors, and dose calculated in 60°-120 "
interval using LCS,
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D H D q

(cre) (pSv.cm2.Proton -1) (pGy.cm2.Proton -1)
............ - ................................................... _ .............................. =_ _, ..............................

0 35.1 ±0.5 6.91 -t-0.06 5.07±0.08
2 29.8+0.4 5.37±0.05 5.54-t-0.09
5 24.74-0.3 4.71 +0.05 5.254-0.09
10 17.0+0.3 3.53 !0.04 4.83+0.10
20 7.?7+0.18 1.82+0.03 4.274-0.11
30 3.76+0.12 0.957+0.018 3.92+0.14
45 1.46+0.06 0.378+0,01 0 3.85+0.19
60 0.61+0.03 0.160+0.005 3.85+0.24
75 0.33+0.04 0.078+0.005 4.2+0.6
90 0.153+0.015 0.0382+0.0026 4.0+0.5

" 105 0.084+0.013 0.0211±0.0023 4.04-0.7
120 0.035+0.004 0.00914-0.0009 3.94-0.6

. 135 0.034+0.010 0.0077+0.001.6 4.4+1.6
150 0.014+0.003 0.0032+0.0006 4.4+1.3
165 0.011±0.003 0,0023+0.0006 4.7+1.9
180 0.0063+0.0021 0.0013±0.0004 4.8+2.2
195 0.0036+0.0015 0.0007+0.0003 5.3/_3
210 0.0134-0.011 0.0034-0.002 5.24-6
225 0.00194-0 0009 0.000354-0.00017 5.3+4
250 0.0007+0 0006 0.00019-+-0.00012 3.7±4
275 0.0006+0 0006 0.00011+0.00011 5.2+7
300 0.0006±0 0006 0.00011+0.00010 5.2+7

¢)_ , ,..,3_o 0.0005-+-0 0006 0.00011 +0.00010 5.2+
350 0.0006+0 0005 0.00014+0.00010 4.14-5

Table 4.19: Dose equivalent, quality factors, and dose calculated in 120°-180 °
interval using LCS.

|



Chapter 5

Conclusions

Absorbed dose and dose equivalent values were measured ancl calculated as a

function of depth in a thick concrete shiehl at neutron emission angles of 0°, 22°;

45 _', and 90 ° for 230 MeV protons incident upon a stopping length Fe target.

To investigate material effects, A1 and Pb target measurements were also made.
,G

Neutron attenuation properties were determined and compared with Monte Carlo

neutron transport calculations. These data are useful for determining the shield-

ing requirements for proton radiotherapy facilities and as a benchmark for future

Monte Carlo calculations.

5.1 Measurements

Energy deposition spectra produced by neutron induced interactions were mea-

sured with low pressure tissue-equivalent proportionM counters. Event size spec-

tra measured at depth in the shield were found to be independent of target mate-

riM. As the observed radiation environment at. depth in the shield is dominated

by high energy neutrons, and is similar for each target, material, measurements

suggest that for 230 MeV proton bombardment, high energy lleutron production

150
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is materiM independent. High energy neutron emission was found to be forward

peaked, while low energy neutron production was observed to be fairly isotropic

and to increase significantly with target atomic number.

Absorbed dose and radiation quality were determined at, numerous depths

and angles in the concrete shielding. Values are listed in Tables 3.2-3.4. The

average radiation quality factor determined was 6.764-0.02.

Dose equivalent values measured at dept!l were used to determine the atten-

uation of the neutron spectrum. The similarity of the penetrating neutrons for

different target materials allowed the combination of data from different target

materials for precise attenuation length determination. Attenuation parameters

as a function of angle for 230 MeV proton bombardment of Al, Fe, and Pb targets
,,

are listed in Table 5.1.

5.2 Monte Carlo Calculations

Neutron dose and attenuation length values were compared with calculations

based upon the High Energy Transport Code (HETC and LAHET) to determine

their ability to predict experimental results. The Bertini intranuclear cascade

model, as implemented in HETC was found to overestimate higla energy neutroh

production in the forward direction. This results in over-prediction of both t.l)__

close deposited and attenuation lengths. Otller investigators have also reported

that HETC exaggerates absolute neutron yields.

At 0°, HETC,-DO overestimates measurements 1)ya t'a,ctor of five at, the shield

• ent,rance. HETC-DO calculatioias over-preciicted (lose equivalent values by a

l
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i Production Term

J (pSv.cm2.p -_ )

Angle l Measured LCS :' HETC,-DO IAEA !Tesch
0° { 63-t-7 63-t-,5 { 372 ' 87 i _

,, }
22°i aa4-4 48-t-2 ! 129 - i -
45 ° i 13.4:t:1.2 21.14-1.3 # 43 - i -

90° ', 4.1:t:1.0 7.94-1.9 { 4.9 16 4.5

Attenuation Length

(cre)
.......................... 1 t -_

Angie Measured LC,S , HETC-DO IABA_ l,:sch
0° 47.14-1.5 ,54.04-1.6! (5!.1 49 _ -

, {
22° 45.44-1.6 56.74-1.0 54.,3 - ! -
4,5° 41.,34-1.3 49,44-1.11 49.0 - -

90 ° .30.84-2.2 .31.44-1.8 42.0 a9 ! 41

Table 5.1' Sumnlary of attenuation parameters measured, deternlined using tile

LCS and HETC-DO calculations, and using the estimatio,1 methods of the IAEA

and Tesch. Attenuation lengths are given in cm ofp =1.88 g.cm -a concrete.
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factor of twenty-five at, 300 cm depth in concrete.

LAHET predicts the entrance dose equivalent quite well at 0°, however,

by 300 cna, ii. overestimates Ineasurenlents by nearly a factor of three. At

90 °, HETC-DO over-predicts the attenuation length, while LAHET predicts the

proper attenuation length. Inclusion of the preequilibriunl model in LAHET

can be given the credit for this improvement. In ali cases, LAtIET cMculations

predict measurements better than density corrected HETC-DO calculations by

nearly a factor of two.

Comparing the radiation quality estimated from the Monte Carlo calculations

with our measured values indicates that the mean quality fact;or for neutrons

should be increased. The ICRP has recent.ly recommended doubling the quality

factor [58}, however our measurements suggest a factor of 1.36 is reasonable.

.m

5.3 Summary

For proton radiation therapy facilities, the radiation shielding required to pro-

tect personnel from the penetrating high energy neutrons produced as protons

interact with matter is found to be independent of the material in which tile pro-

tons stop. Attenuation parameters measured as a part of this dissertation are

useful for the shielding design of future proton radiotherapy facilities, provide a

benchmark for the current Monte Carlo calculations, a,nd can I)e used for testing

neutron production and transport models. Cost effective shielding can now be

inlplernented without uncerta.inty and sat'ely concerns res_llt, ing t'r_,ln untested

• calculations.
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